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Letters—including comments posted on alibi.com—may be published in any medium and edited for length
and clarity; owing to the volume of correspondence, we regrettably can’t respond to every letter.

Kill Goatheads

Dear Alibi,

During the rainy season, and before flowers

turn to nasty goatheads, it’s a great time to

pull this weed. Thanks everyone. Your flips

and bike tires appreciate it.
Kay Marcotte,

Albuquerque

The Lies of Tyrants

Dear Alibi,

Citizens of nations everywhere have been

believing the lies of tyrants for hundreds of

years. In the 20th century they believed the

lies of Lenin, Stalin, Mao Tse-tung and

Fidel Castro. Some of them even believed

the lies of Hitler. Plenty of people in the

United States believed—and still believe—

the lies of Lenin and of communism in

general.

Stalin and Hitler believed each other’s

lies and collaborated in leading their

subjects into war and destruction worse

than those subjects could ever have

imagined. The cruelty of Stalin and Mao far

exceeded that of Hitler. These communist

tyrants, and communist tyrants everywhere,

have always separated children from their

parents and sent both parents and children

to internment camps or sent them to be

killed outright.

As a nation and as a people, will we

learn from the past? Or will we continue to

repeat the “mistakes” of National Socialist

Germany? Will we continue to repeat the

“mistakes” that are being repeated today, all

day, every day, in the workers’ paradises of

North Korea, communist China and Cuba?
Steven Dapra,

Albuquerque

Bagging on Benton

Dear Alibi,

Two long articles in your July 26 to August

1 edition [v27 i30] about ART, yet no

mention of one of its main, original

boosters—City Councilor Isaac Benton. So

what gives? To quote from his August 16,

2016 op/ed in the Albuquerque Journal :

“ART is exactly the kind of project that

Albuquerque needs to evolve into a

modern, thriving metropolis and continue

to be a great place for another 300 years." 
William Benton (no relation),

Albuquerque

#MAGA

Dear Alibi,

Republicans wreck, Democrats clean up,

Republicans wreck. It's become a painfully

predictable cycle. Look at Albuquerque!

Look at New Mexico! Look at the USA!
Brian Fejer,

Albuquerque a
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ODDS
ENDS

WEIRD NEWS

A
N
D

Dateline: Michigan
A cat won the race for mayor in Omena,
Mich., last week, defeating 13 dogs, a peacock
and a goat. According to Detroit Free Press,
Omena is an unincorporated village with a
population of about 300. The Omena
Historical Society reportedly began holding
elections for village council around 10 years
ago. The only stipulation is that candidates
must be animals currently living in the village
to run in the election. This year's winner of
the title of mayor was a cat named Sweet Tart.
The runner-up—elected vice mayor—was dog
Diablo Shapiro, and puppy Punkin Anderson
Harder was named second vice mayor. In what
might be construed as a controversial move,
the committee in charge of the election
created a new title, special assistant for fowl
affairs, to bestow upon a chicken named Penny
and appointed a goat called Harley to the
office of press secretary. The positions are
reportedly ceremonial for the most part,
however Mayor Sweet Tart will be expected to
appear at meetings with the mayors of
neighboring towns and social functions.
Council members will remain in office for
three-year terms. Voters were required to pay
$1 to participate in the elections. Proceeds
went to support the historical society. The
mayor has yet to comment on the race.

Dateline: Colombia
A police drug-sniffing dog has been transferred
to a new post after a drug gang placed a bounty
on her head. BBC reports that Sombra, a
police German shepherd who has gained
notoriety for finding a record amount of drugs
in her career, was moved from her usual beat
in Turbo in the Urabá region of Colombia—a
strategically critical area with sea access—to
the country's largest airport in Bogotá. Police
officials say the transfer was made because the
dog's life is in danger. According to reports,
Colombia's most influential drug gang, the
Urabeños, are offering a bounty of 200m-pesos
($70,000) for the dog's assassination. Sombra
became a target of the gang after sniffing out
nearly 10 tons of their cocaine earlier this year.
Officials decided to move the dog to Bogotá,
because it is believed to be outside the gang's
sphere of influence. Sombra has not been
removed from active duty, but extra officers
will now be patrolling with the German
Shepherd and her handler to mitigate any

danger. In 2012, the gang reportedly passed
out leaflets offering $500 to anyone who killed
a police officer. A police spokesperson told
reporters the high value of Sombra's bounty
reflects the damage the dog did to Urabeños'
profits this year.

Dateline: United Kingdom
A retired art teacher is requesting that his
neighbors stop trying to have sex with his
hedge. According to the BBC, Keith Tyssen of
Sheffield, England, has been maintaining a
hedge sculpture of a reclining nude woman in
front of his home since 2000. He told reporters
that the hedge has become the target of
pranksters over the years, and he is often
woken up during the night to find passing
revelers going through the motions of having
sex with it. “I've been awakened many times—
mainly by men and sometimes also by women
messing about with her and making a lot of
hysterical noises,” he said. Tyssen says he has
to make regular repairs to the hedge because of
the damage done to it by those he calls
“lowlifes.” He has considered putting up a sign
or installing an alarm system to discourage
further incidents. The hedge has been
maintained by Tyssen for nearly 40 years and
has carried a number of shapes, including a
monster and a Greek god. 

Dateline: United States
Amazon's facial recognition software
incorrectly matched 28 members of Congress
with mugshots. Last week, the ACLU released
the results of a test it conducted to evaluate
the accuracy of “Rekognition,” a facial
recognition AI developed by Amazon and sold
to a number of law enforcement organizations.
As part of the test, the group compared the
photos of all 535 members of Congress to a
database of 25,000 publicly available arrest
photos using Rekognition's default settings.
According to the results, 28 lawmakers were
mistakenly identified as people who had
committed a crime. Legislators who were
incorrectly matched to mugshots included
Republicans and Democrats, but people of
color were disproportionately represented.
According to the press release, people of color
make up around 20 percent of Congress, but
people of color made up 40 percent of those
mismatched by the AI. Among those
mismatched were six members of the
Congressional Black Caucus, including civil
rights legend Rep. John Lewis. The ACLU is
asking that Congress join it in calling for law
enforcement to halt use of the software. A
number of lawmakers who were misidentified
by Rekognition sent letters to Jeff Bezos, CEO
of Amazon, inquiring about the software's
efficacy.  a

Compiled by Joshua Lee. Email your weird news to

josh@alibi.com.
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ART is Good
Urbanist advocate speaks his mind

If you really wanna know, David Dabney, one of the brains
behind the PR engine driving the ART project forward, is a
long-time associate of folks that work at Weekly Alibi. Why,
we can remember playing poker with that dude and his pal,
associate editor Os Davis, back in the early aughts, when
we were all stationed at the corner of Wellesley Street and
Silver in Nob Hill.

Dabney works for Griffith and Associates, the prime
contractor for public information for ART. But his views are
his own. Trust me; this cat says it better and with more
clarity than many of the folks in city government itself.

So without further ado, here is what David Dabney said
and here is why you should support the thing called ART.

How will ART improve the lives of citizens of

Albuquerque?

It'll improve access to the Central corridor and its bordering

neighborhoods and developments. It will tie together the

corridor in a way that isn't possible with regular bus service

and auto access. Walking along Central used to be awful.

The car noise alone was enough to make me avoid it, not

to mention the speed of traffic. It's much more pleasant

now!

Why is the success of ART an important part of

advancing Albuquerque into the future of

urban transportation?

We need to understand that without systems like this we

will end up with center city gridlock and even more edge

sprawl. People want to live in denser neighborhoods. If we

don't make these transportation options available, we will

end up with unsustainable traffic patterns in the center of

Burque.

How should drivers approach the changes that

ART will make to their daily routines?

If you believe what everyone is saying, no one drives on

Central anymore so that doesn't matter. As a practical

issue, Albuquerque is nothing if not a city of huge streets

that go two ways everywhere. If Central was part of your

daily commute across town, you're already doing it wrong.

As somebody who lives and works in and next to Nob Hill,

I'm willing to spend a few extra minutes, and five seconds

more thought, thinking about a possible route to have the

benefits of ART. Frankly, the largest issues I've seen are

people who aren't obeying the street markings and signs

causing confusion and danger for pedestrians and other

drivers.

Why are so many citizens seemingly against

ART?

I believe the main cause of this was the absence of on-the-

ground leadership of Mayor Berry. Press conferences and

appearances on KOB-AM weren't enough. Into that

leadership vacuum stepped opposing forces who used the

general feeling of resentment, fostered by our current

political climate, to spread misinformation and cynicism.

They were aided by those on the right who oppose any

public expenditure for projects like this and by those on the

left who opposed anything a Republican might promote. 

What is the single most important thing

advocates of ART want the public to know?

That public transportation is for everybody. One of the

biggest reactionary complaints I hear is that it'll "just be a

taxi service for drug addicts and drunks." Yet hundreds of

millions of people all over the world use public

transportation to take their kids to school, do their daily

shopping, visit their family and just go to lunch across

town. This is an important first step to make public

transportation a more important part of our great life here

in Burque.

Why do you support ART?

It's the first step to tying Albuquerque together in a way

that gives opportunity to those that don't want or can't

afford a car for whatever reason. For those who want to

live in denser, more connected neighborhoods. It's the first

step to showing Albuquerque that public transportation is

an important part of this city's future growth and

prosperity.a

ART NEWS BY AUGUST MARCHNEWS | NEW MEXICO NEWS

More Than Our Share
Proposed waste storage site meets opposition

BY JOSHUA LEE

P
ublic outcry against a proposed plan to
build a nuclear waste facility in
southeastern New Mexico seemed

overwhelming last week as citizens spoke at
numerous public meetings held by the Nuclear
Regulatory Commission across the state. 

Holtec International, a Florida-based
“diversified energy technology company,” is
known for its work developing and
manufacturing technologies and systems for the
energy industry. Earlier this year, it applied
with the NRC to build a temporary storage
facility in Lea County—meant to hold spent
nuclear fuel shipped from sites across the
country.

This material comes in the form of small
fissionable ceramic pellets placed inside
zirconium metal tubes and bundled together in
“fuel assemblies.” The assemblies are used to
power nuclear reactors. When the fuel is spent,
the rods are placed in water to cool. The spent
fuel—which is still highly radioactive—will
continue to generate heat for decades. After
some time in these pools, the rods are moved to
dry casks made of steel and concrete. Keeping
these casks near reactor sites is risky, however,
and Holtec is proposing the storage facility in
New Mexico as a way to transport the
dangerous materials away from these sites.

The proposed “HI-STORE” Consolidated
Interim Storage Facility (CIS) would be
located on 1,000 acres of land owned by the
Eddy-Lea Energy Alliance in Lea County,
between Carlsbad and Hobbs. The $2.4 billion
facility would hold around 500 canisters of
spent uranium fuel—8,680 metric tons—from
more than 70 US nuclear reactors. If the plan
is approved, future expansion of the site could
increase the number of canisters to 10,000—
storing approximately 120,000 metric tons of
nuclear waste. Holtec has asked the NRC for
an initial 40-year license, with an opportunity
to extend the license to 120 years.

The facility is meant to serve as a temporary
storage space for the waste, however a
permanent home has yet to be found. The only
site being considered for permanent storage of
the spent waste is the Yucca Mountain Nuclear
Waste Repository in Nevada, which is not
currently operational. Efforts by the Trump
administration to restart the licensing process
for the facility are at a standstill after funding
requests included in the annual defense
authorization bill were rejected by the US
Senate last week. 

The lack of a federal plan for permanent
storage of the spent waste has raised concerns
among opponents of Holtec's plan regarding
the likelihood that the new facility, meant to

serve as an interim storage site, could become
the waste's lasting home. At a number of public
meetings arranged by the NRC, residents and
environmental advocacy groups spoke against
the project, citing safety issues that have
occurred at the Waste Isolation Pilot Plant
(WIPP) and fears of contamination near sites
of cultural significance. 

Also of concern is the transportation
method of the high-level radioactive materials.
The spent waste will be shipped via train to
Lea County from nuclear sites across the
nation. Last month a meeting of the state
Legislature’s interim Radioactive and
Hazardous Materials Committee in Hobbs
heard testimonies from railroad employee
union representatives who said the state’s rail
lines are unable to safely transport the
materials, and the railroad employees aren't
properly trained to handle nuclear waste. It is
unclear exactly which rail corridors are
expected to be used for the waste's
transportation, as it's not mentioned in the
proposal.

Last month in an interview with KRWG,
Doña Ana County Democratic Sen. Jeff
Steinborn—chair of the state Legislature's
Radioactive and Hazardous Materials
Committee, which is responsible for overseeing
Holtec's proposal—said a list of 57 questions
concerning the safety of the proposed plan
submitted to Governor Susana Martinez and 5
state agencies has been ignored for the most
part. “The lack of response from [the Martinez]
Administration to even the most basic
questions raise the troubling prospect that they
have not done any analysis on the potential
negative impact of bringing the country’s
highest level nuclear waste into New Mexico.”

Among the questions asked were whether
New Mexico has the infrastructure needed to
handle the volume of shipments that would be
coming into the state. In the case of an
accident, the letter asked if emergency

preparedness procedures are in place.
Concerns were raised about the possible
effect on the state's gas and oil industry,
since the site is located in the Permian
Basin, one of the most productive oil fields
in the country and a critical area for oil
companies operating in the state.

The only response Steinborn said he'd
received was from the New Mexico
Environment Department, saying they
would investigate the matter in the future.

Local governments have also acted in
opposition to the facility's proposal.
Resolutions against the transportation of
waste have passed in Bernalillo County,
Albuquerque, Las Cruces, Lake Arthur and
Jal.

But Holtec President Kris Singh said the
facility will create new jobs and bolster the
state's economy in a letter to Steinborn. He
also wrote that those who stood in
opposition to the plan “without credible
science-based facts regarding its licensing
and operation will be guilty of subverting
New Mexico’s economic growth and
undermining our national security.” 

John Heaton, chair of the Eddy-Lea
Energy Alliance, reportedly told the
Carlsbad Current Argus that the site would
have no interaction with nearby water
tables or aquifers, and railcars can be
modified to hold more weight.
Representatives of Holtec have argued that
the casks used to transport spent fuel rods
are safe, and have been operating in the US
for years without incident. They've said
heavy NRC regulations have mitigated any
dangers involved, and fears of accidents are
unfounded.

The NRC is currently performing a
study in preparation of an environmental
impact statement regarding Holtec's license
request. If approved, Holtec could receive
their license by 2020 with a projected
opening for the facility in 2021 or 2022. a

Nuclear waste threatens all of us



Mexico. While

hizzoner told the media

that the place offered

some ideas and

solutions to his team,

he ultimately felt that

the model used in the

Texas city would not fit

our town’s needs.

Keller also reported

that “it also takes an

attitude that says

‘We're going to have to

address homelessness’

not to just say that we

hope it'll go away.”

That is a very good

place to start.

Further,

understanding the

roots of the type of

poverty that affect

some of our most

underprivileged and

fragile citizens may be

key to solving this age-

old debacle. In fact, working towards solutions

for the factors that shape endemic poverty may

result in a stronger, more aware and

progressive community where community

policing and crime have all but waned as all

citizens are treated with dignity and equality.

The Root of Homelessness
This morning I traveled with Alibi

photographer Corey Yazzie to some of the

more prominent homeless sites in Dirt City.

First we stopped by ghetto Smith’s on the

corner of Yale Boulevard and Coal Avenue.

There, at the edge of the parking lot, a

homeless woman has been camping out near

the bus stop. She wasn’t there early Tuesday,

but she had left behind a pillow, a blanket and

about 14 paper bags filled with her worldly

possessions.

A few yards away, a companion of hers dug

donuts out of the garbage can near the store

entrance. As he happily ate a trashed

chocolate Bismarck, the man told me he didn’t

want his picture taken; he was certain I was

the police, or worse yet an alien entity sent to

harm him. I backed off quickly as he finished

his breakfast and loped away toward the

university.

So we drove on, toward Downtown.

Turning onto Mountain from Broadway, I

noticed each intersection was occupied by a

panhandler. Further, as we approached First

Street, I noticed many humans gathered at

Albuquerque Healthcare for the Homeless. I

thought about stopping there, but instead

drove out to the freeway, where there is a

COREY YAZZIEClayton waits at Albuquerque Healthcare for the Homeless
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Always With You
Progressive politics must include the poor and homeless

BY AUGUST MARCH

D
riving in my fancy-clean new motor car

along a road filled with other dinosaur

juice gobbling vehicles mostly made from

derivatives of that same saurian oil that powers

the postmodern world—on my way to a very

big, cool, well-lit room stocked nearly neck

high with food of every imaginable type—I

once again came to the conclusion that I am

living in an illusion.

For how could such an Arcadian world

exist when abject poverty hovers behind every

well-appointed craft brewery counter, when

poverty and homelessness have become as

visibly common as the privileged goodness

that fills media images and our own bourgeois

experience of Albuquerque?

I’m sure you are reading this and

wondering, “What the hell, Carrillo, why

aren’t you waxing poetic about the triumph of

progressivism that came with the election of

Tim Keller last November?” Well, partners, for

right now that sense of hopeful accountability,

that march forward, has been postponed by the

utter despair I felt this week, staring down

poverty in our little village by the river.

Believing compassionately that “the poor

you will always have with you” is not enough.

Moving quickly and with governmental

certainty to take the edge off a perennial

problem in the Albuquerque metropolitan area

would prove a much more effective strategy,

and that should just be the starting point of a

committed and years-long endeavor to

conquer or at least quell something that seems

implacable when finally encountered. 

The Keller administration has recently

undertaken initiatives to improve the quality

of life for Burqueños, to provide incentives for

local businesses and in general to be more

accountable and transparent than its

predecessors. But much more work needs to be

done to find adequate shelter, healthcare and

educational opportunities for the ever flowing

ranks of homeless human beings stationed at

most every intersection of the city, making

makeshift homes out of boxes at parks and on

shady sidewalks in our city’s industrial zones.

As many homeless advocates have noted,

the problem is a problem of access; access to

affordable housing, healthcare and education

would provide a means to really begin tackling

a problem that’s haunted Burque for decades.

This past month, Keller and his

representatives traveled to our big city

neighbor to the east, San Antonio in Tejas, to

take a look at a homeless program called

Haven for Hope—with the idea in mind that

an expedition to Alamo City would yield ideas

about how to ameliorate the near crisis of

homelessness afflicting Duke City, New

about, but the numbers don’t seem to change.

I think that’s because this is a cyclical

problem. People fall in and out of

homelessness. It all begins with affordable

housing options. Any personal vulnerability

that happens to an individual can also affect a

housing situation. It definitely hasn’t gotten

better. Homelessness continues to be a big

issue in our community.”

Despite these continual issues with poverty

and consequently homelessness, Córdova says

that recent city/county partnerships have been

instrumental in increasing accessibility to

essential human services for the downtrodden

and dispossessed, adding “It’s more about

access issues than it is about a lack of services.

In the past two years, we’ve seen a real

investment from the city and the county.

That’s a very positive thing.”

In the meantime, Córdova stresses that her

organization and the city are working on plans

to get more people to the services her

organization provides and to find ways to

“make the services nimble enough to be the

most effective.”

It turns out that my mood brightened after

what I had seen and heard on the streets of

Burque on the last day of July 2018. There are

huge problems confronting us now; one of

them takes the form of other humans who

have been ground down by the fray. They are

everywhere here. But among them dwell a

class of Burqueños—it turns out that they are

all around too—that are committed to not

only bringing that issue to the light, but also to

finding workable solutions to a sort of trouble

that goes on and on. a

homeless enclave near the overpass on Third

Street. The dozen or so there were wary,

frightened at the prospect of having their

stories told, their pictures recorded. I decided

to return to First Street.

In front of Healthcare for the Homeless, a

large group of the organization’s clients sunned

themselves and waited for attention.

Administrators came and went, concerned,

cajoling, directly involved in trying to stop

poverty in its dread tracks.

One young man, Clayton, agreed to have

his picture taken. He seemed tired and

disheveled but his eyes demonstrated

intelligence and interest when I told him what

I was about, what I was up to there.

After Clayton had his picture taken, we

spoke with him a bit. He wanted to work, he

wanted a place to live. He wasn’t sure how he

got to Albuquerque, how long he had been

here.

Just then one of the site administrators

came to speak with us. Anita F. Córdova is the

director of development, planning and

evaluation for the organization. She has been

working on the problem of homelessness for 13

years, a native Burqueña committed to making

things in the city better for the homeless and,

ultimately, for all.

She said that, “This is about what happens

when you don’t have access to a living wage

and healthcare.” Asked if the homeless

problem in the city has gotten worse in the

past few years, Córdova offered a broad

perspective on the problem, noting, “It looks,

visibly, like there are more people out and
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CALENDAR | COMMUNITY

COMMUNITY

CALENDAR
THURSDAY AUG 2
KIDS
ALBUQUERQUE GARDEN CENTER Garden Guardians Summer
Day Camp. Children learn to become better guardians of the Earth
through experiments, games, crafts, skits and guest speakers. For
children entering grades 1 through 6. 10120 Lomas Blvd NE.
$100-$125. 8:30am-2pm. 296-6020. alibi.com/v/5uhq.

LEARN
ALBUQUERQUE HISPANO CHAMBER OF COMMERCE The
Psychology of Sales. Two of Albuquerque’s best networkers, Joanie
Griffin, CEO of Griffin and Associates and Jeffrey Candelaria, host
of KKOB-AM’s "Jeffrey Candelaria Show," give up their sales secrets.
1309 Fourth Street SW. $89. 8:30-11:30am. 842-9003.
alibi.com/v/5uty.

FRIDAY AUG 3
ERNIE PYLE LIBRARY Ernie Pyle Day. Enjoy festivities commem-
orating the beloved Pulitzer Prize-winning author and his esteemed
contributions to the history of American journalism. 900 Girard
SE. 10:30-11:30am. ALL-AGES! 256-2065. alibi.com/v/5v0x.

KIDS
ALBUQUERQUE GARDEN CENTER Garden Guardians Summer
Day Camp. 10120 Lomas Blvd NE. $100-$125. 8:30am-2pm.
See 8/2 listing.

SATURDAY AUG 4
AFRICAN AMERICAN PERFORMING ARTS CENTER, Expo NM
1st Annual Block Party. Fun for the whole family with music, games,
food trucks, vendors and health screening. 310 San Pedro Dr NE.
$2. 4-10pm. ALL-AGES! 222-0785. alibi.com/v/5vel.

CHERRY HILLS LIBRARY Intergenerational Chess. An afternoon
designed to bring together youth and elders in the community.
Bring a chess set and learn game strategy from coach Rod Avery.
6901 Barstow St NE. 1-3pm. 857-8321. alibi.com/v/5wf6.

CIVIC PLAZA Downtown Summerfest. A family-friendly event
features  an artisan market, microbrew garden, food trucks and
live entertainment from local musicians and headliners Robert
Randolph and the Family Band. 1 Civic Plaza. 4-10pm.
alibi.com/v/5vbg.

JEWISH COMMUNITY CENTER OF GREATER ALBUQUERQUE 4th
Annual De-Stash Sale. Albuquerque Modern Quilt guild's annual
fundraiser includes sales from 44 individuals selling fabric, yarn,
threads, stamping, cardmaking and craft items, anything for sewing,
crafts and quilting. 5520 Wyoming Blvd NE. 9am-1pm. ALL-AGES!
417-6731. alibi.com/v/5wgn.

KIDS
KESHET CENTER FOR THE ARTS Auditions for Keshet's Pre-
Professional Program. Dancers ages 8 to 18, who are committed
to intensive dance training, audition for a comprehensive training
curriculum. 4121 Cutler Ave NE. 11:30am-5pm. alibi.com/v/5wf5.

NATIONAL HISPANIC CULTURAL CENTER Jugamos Juntos:
Cantando la Cultura. Free children’s programming for families on
Saturday mornings with a new activity every week. 1701 Fourth
Street SW. $0-$5. 10:30am-12:30pm. ALL-AGES! 246-2261.
alibi.com/v/5ttt.

LEARN
ERNA FERGUSSON LIBRARY Master Gardeners. The master
gardeners are there to answer the tough gardening questions.
3700 San Mateo Blvd NE. 10am-3pm. ALL-AGES! 888-8100.
alibi.com/v/5v0t.

SPORTS
DENISON PARK 5th Annual BernCo Bernie's Sheep Day and First
Impression Youth Rodeo. Enjoy stock and timed events as well
as a horseshoe tournament, vendors, food trucks, music and
more. 7003 Coors Blvd SW. 9am-4pm. alibi.com/v/5vqi.

CANNABIS
BALLOON FIESTA PARK Weekly Alibi Presents: 2nd Annual
Hemp Fiesta. A fun, educational environment for medical
cannabis patients, local political and community leaders,
industry professionals and anyone curious to learn about the
medical cannabis landscape. 5000 Balloon Fiesta Parkway
NE. Noon-8pm. ALL-AGES! alibi.com/v/5wir. See Event Horizon.

SUNDAY AUG 5
BACHECHI OPEN SPACE Summer Family Fun Days. Weekly crafts,

outdoor activities and experiments deepen a personal discovery
of the world. Each week has a unique craft that participants take
home. 9521 Rio Grande Blvd NW. Noon-5pm. ALL-AGES!
314-0398. alibi.com/v/5uu1.

SANDIA RESORT & CASINO Wedding Gallery. A curated event
for wedding planning in a gorgeous setting while enjoying delicious
food stations, couture fashions, endless wedding inspiration and
giveaways. 30 Rainbow Rd NE. $15-$30. 1-4pm. 797-2749.
alibi.com/v/5vbi.

SPORTS
ALBUQUERQUE CONVENTION CENTER National Veterans Golden
Age Games. An adaptive rehabilitation program for older veterans
to improve their quality of life. Seniors of a wide range of ability
levels compete in a variety of sports activities. 401 Second Street
NW. 1-5pm. 768-4575. alibi.com/v/5wf7.

OUTDOOR
ALBUQUERQUE OPEN SPACE VISITOR CENTER Bosque Wild:
Guided Nature Walk. Take a hike through nature’s laboratory in a
moderately strenuous guided hike. Reservations recommended.
6500 Coors Blvd NW. 8-10am. 897-8831. alibi.com/v/5w5k.

BACHECHI OPEN SPACE Earth Geology and the Rio Grande Riff.
Walk along the Rio Grande and explore the landscape, a snapshot
in the history of the constanty changing Earth with presenter Jack
Oviatt. 9521 Rio Grande Blvd NW. 4-5:30pm. ALL-AGES!
314-0398. alibi.com/v/5wgo.

WELLNESS/FITNESS
B2B2 BARRIO Salsa Lessons. New Mexico Salsa Congress offers
free dance lessons. 2201 Louisiana Blvd NE. 6pm. ALL-AGES!
508-4406. alibi.com/v/5wiq.

LOS POBLANOS OPEN SPACE Five Pieces of Brocade: Qigong.
An introduction to Qigong by Sifu Dug Corpolongo of Lotus Dragon
Tai Chi and Qigong.  Pre-registration is required. 1701 Montano
Rd NW. 9am. 452-5205. alibi.com/v/5w5n.

MONDAY AUG 6
LEARN
ALBUQUERQUE GARDEN CENTER Compare and Contrast: A
Formal Garden vs. A Habitat Garden. Learn about the xeric habitat
and how to create one in the backyard. 10120 Lomas Blvd NE.
10-11am. ALL-AGES! alibi.com/v/5vds.

NEW MEXICO ASIAN FAMILY CENTER Queer and Trans Community
Yoga Monthly Gathering. Monthly yoga classes that honor, value
and celebrate the intelligence, perspective, love and experience
of queerness as an inclusive community. 115 Montclaire Dr SE.
6-7:30pm. ALL-AGES! alibi.com/v/5ojk.

TUESDAY AUG 7
ABQ BIOPARK ZOO Twilight Tour. Observe interesting animal
behavior during this tour in a small group led by a personal guide.
903 10th Street SW. 6:30-8:30pm. 248-8500. alibi.com/v/5vr7.

LEARN
ALBUQUERQUE COMMUNITY FOUNDATION Impact and Coffee.
Non-profit leaders, volunteers, funders and people finding their
place in the community have a cup of coffee, hear about new
social profit ventures and innovation in a six-minute presentation
format. 624 Tijeras Ave NW. 9-10am. alibi.com/v/5rtb.

CHERRY HILLS LIBRARY Cherry Hills Library Veterans Outreach.
Veterans learn about the nuances and complicated details
regarding the VA and state veterans benefits. Bring your DD-214
form. 6901 Barstow St NE. 11am-4pm. 18+. 383-2414.
alibi.com/v/5vm5.

MONKS' CORNER DIY Lavender Bath Bombs. Create ombré bath
bombs with lavender essential oil and epsom salt. 205 Silver SW.
$25. 6-7pm. ALL-AGES! 803-1346. alibi.com/v/5q85.

WEDNESDAY AUG 8
LEARN
BOXING BEAR BREWING CO. DIY Seashell Bathbombs. Create
bath bombs scented with island hibiscus and smell like summer
vacation. 10200 Corrales Rd NW. $25. 6-7pm. 13+. 803-1346.
alibi.com/v/5q86.

CNM STUDENT RESOURCE CENTER, R204 Ben Radford on "The
Blue Whale Game: Moral Panic or Public Threat?" Hear about the
dangers of hidden suicide games on social media. 835 Buena
Vista Dr SE. 7-9pm. ALL-AGES! (575) 835-5113.
alibi.com/v/5whb.

MARRIOTT PYRAMID Crew New Mexico Luncheon: Tourism’s
Economic Impact on Commercial Real Estate. Hear from a panel
of experts as they explore the impacts of the Albuquerque
International Balloon Fiesta and tourism on the local economy.
5151 San Francisco NE. $30-$35. 11:30am-1pm. 821-3333.
alibi.com/v/5w81.

Compiled by Ashli Mayo. Submit your events at alibi.com/events.
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Scaled Up
Fox Richards’ paintings put matter

under a microscope

“My paintings are an abstracted look at what we
see in everyday life, as if viewed under a
microscope, but projected onto a larger surface,”
Fox Richards explained about her upcoming solo
exhibition of oil paintings titled Micro & Macro at
Sidetrack Brewing (413 Second Street SW)
throughout August, with an opening on Friday,
Aug. 3. 

The paintings spring from a lifelong practice
(“I’m told I started drawing as soon as I could
hold something to draw with,” she said), and
years-long interest in the “comparisons and
contrasts that can be made when viewing
something from afar and then close-up, as if
through a microscope.” The pieces that will be on
display throughout the cozy brewery evidence
Richards’ commitment to the concept—some
were completed a few months back, some almost
three years ago. That timeline left room for the
work to evolve, “[it] became increasingly
abstract as I explored it,” she said. “It was great
… to let the aesthetic inform the outcome instead
of starting with a specific subject matter. … Now
it’s as if I’m creating mutations instead of relying
on what exists in the natural world.” 

For Richards, who is also a tattoo artist at
Sacred Arts (303 Rio Grande Blvd. NW)
focusing on her practice outside of her
profession allowed her to explore “broader
gestures, and to be more devil-may-care.”
Though affinities for natural imagery surface in
both, “people are always surprised when they
see one type of my work after becoming familiar
only with the other.” 

Holding that it is important for art to be
accessible and easy to engage with, the setting
of Sidetrack felt natural, “having a comfortable
setting makes it so much less intimidating,” she
observed, adding, “and have you tried their
beer?”

Relaxed into the environment of the brewery,
and taking in her examinations of life in all its
wonder, and on all its scales, Richards hopes that
some might walk away with “a sense of
curiosity” and the idea that each of us can be our
own artist or scientist in order to investigate the
connections and magic of what exists around
us—big or small. 

Stop in at Sidetrack for the opening of Micro
& Macro on Friday between 6 and 10pm. The
artist will be on-hand and able to answer
questions, and will also have a select number of
prints and original drawings for sale. Connect
with her on Instagram at @fox_richards;
commission your own original piece of Richards’
tattoo art by visiting sacredarts.com.  a

ARTS MAGNIFIED

BY MAGGIE GRIMASON

ARTS | CULTURE SHOCK

Collected Works
Past Lives brings new energy to repertory pieces

executed by dancers Ana Lopes Aréchiga,
Kaitlin Innis, Elyse Fahey, Madrone
Matysiak, Dalila Baied, Julianna Massa,
Davonna Batt and García herself, along
with French actress Isabelle Kessler. García
described Past Lives as “a thoughtful
collection of six distinctive dance works
representing the stylistic range of our
repertory.” She went on to detail the
contents and inspirations of the pieces—
which do indeed illustrate range. “There’s
very different intention, and even
choreographic methods and modes of
process to how we created these. They’re
not all dark, brooding works, there are very
beautiful, lyrical pieces and … somewhat
cerebral and challenging ones.” 

Since these pieces have been performed
by the company before, returning to them
has allowed each choreography to evolve.
There’s the very real matter of the ways in
which the dancers’ bodies have changed
over the last three years, for example, but
there’s also a chance to “deepen into
things,” and allow for “new things to be
revealed,” whether that’s technical
execution or rediscovering why the impetus
for the choreography or why each artist was
compelled to take part in the dance. “A lot
of the work I have been doing with the
dancers,” García said, “is asking them to
remember the impulse. Like what was the
motivation for the move? Really
investigating the why. … This is really a
fresh opportunity to come back to the root
of something important and to dig deeper.” 

That generates more opportunities for
resonance in all of García’s pieces, which
includes pieces of dance theater—like the

opening piece, “Loneliness and the Empty
Chair,” which is performed by a team of
dancers and actress Isabelle Kessler. “It was
inspired by aging,” García explained.
“There’s two chairs, a person seated in one
of them, and an ensemble of dancers. It
holds a more theatrical space.” This
approach—what is both very dance-centric
as well as theatrical—speaks to concepts
that García enjoys working with as a
creator. “I don’t always move people in the
direction that they think it’s going to go. …
I like to try to give people enough of an idea
to hold on to, and then really let the
audience bring themselves to it.” 

That is really García’s highest aspiration
for the work—that audience members might
find space within the performance to think
more deeply, or explore their own
experience as the movements unfold in
front of them. “Sometimes it’s just a feeling
of recognition,” she explained, “and
sometimes it’s the act of holding space
together and having a shared experience. …
or [saying] I value this art, or I want to show
my support of female entrepreneurial
choreographers, or aspiring dancers, I want
to be a part of this.” When audience
members can look at the work, and let their
own values and life experiences play out in
the choreography, interpreting it and
assigning their own unique meanings,
“that’s what makes it real,” García said,
adding, “that’s what is really beautiful about
dance, it allows for the unknown to be
explored.” 

Find tickets for Past Lives at
jgarciadance.com or show up early and
purchase them at the door.  a
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BY MAGGIE GRIMASON

P
ast Lives involves a lot of reflecting on

the past—returning to crafted dances

with the might of muscle memory and

the persistent questioning of what has come

to pass, how things might have been

different and how things might be better.

“A lot of these pieces are looking back and

reflecting on the life you’ve lived,”

Jacqueline García the primary

choreographer, artistic director and founder

of J. García Dance Company explained

about the evening-length performance of

repertory modern dance she has decided to

call Past Lives. “In our lives we often find

ourselves saying, ‘If only I had done this, or

if only that hadn’t happened, if only I had

made this decision instead of that one’—if

only, right?” 
García herself is familiar with that

feeling. After founding J. García Dance
Company early-on in 2015, she was swept
up in creating work and organizing events
with SHIFT| DANCE, which she co-
founded alongside lisa nevada and Kelsey
Paschich. “SHIFT really had to take the
front seat for awhile,” García explained—as
the collective took off, there was less time
to work with the core group of dancers—
originally eight or nine others—who formed
the foundation of her company. All too
quickly, three years had passed since J.
García Dance Company had their own full
night of performance. “I really wanted to
prioritize this for my company,” she said. “I
think it’s important for the longevity of the
group to have this evening.” And so, Past
Lives came together—an evening-long
performance of six pieces created over the
past three years now returning to the stage,
this time at the North Fourth Arts Center
(4904 Fourth Street NW) on Friday, Aug. 3
from 8 to 9:30pm. 

The concept of mulling over the past and
wondering what might have been are not
just features of most of our lives, but come
into focus through movement in many of
these works, perhaps most strongly in one
titled “The Slip of If.” “I think that piece
may be a good metaphor for the larger
trajectory of the company,” García proposed
as we talked over tea. Because here’s where
the piece lands—“at some point, all these
decisions, the ‘what if ’s,’ could be like a veil
that you shed in a way, like when you’re
looking back at your life, you reconcile with
this and instead think—where do I go from
here?” 

Each of the pieces presented here are as
rich in metaphor as “The Slip of If.” Each
move and gesture packed with thought and
talent, choreographed by García and

J. García Dance Company remounts series of works that explore diverse themes
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Secret Sounds 
The audio art of Jeph Jerman

BY MAGGIE GRIMASON

S
ound artist Christopher DeLaurenti said
that all music is now “recombinant
polyphony”—a mash-up of what already

exists. “There’s very little that’s pure anymore,”
as Jeph Jerman put it. What Jerman does is
something like that—“but what I’m doing is
mashing things together from outside the realm
of radio,” he described. That means amplifying
the audio possibilities of all sorts of unexpected
objects—sticks, cacti, stones—scavenged from
nearby his Cottonwood, Ariz., home, for
example. 

For several decades, Jerman has been
delving into the mysterious potential of the
matter that surrounds us, culling sonic qualities
from his collection of discarded and
unexpected instruments. He has the expansive
discography to prove it. On Friday, Aug. 3
Jerman brings his aural creations to
Albuquerque for a performance at the Peace
and Justice Center (202 Harvard Dr. SE)
alongside Steve Jansen, William Fowler Collins
and TAHNZzz. Doors swing open at 7pm, and
$5 brings you inside for a night of art that is as
visually interesting to unpack as it is to hear. 

Alibi: When did you get on this path in life—

making music and later more experimental

sound art? 

Jerman: My mom played a Ken Nordine record
for me, my brother and sister when we were
really young. He was a TV commentator and
did a lot of voiceovers. … One of the stories
was called “Sound Museum,” so he takes us
into a sound museum and describes works there
and lets you hear them for a minute or so. It
was the first thing I’d ever heard like that. It
smacked me in the face.

Do you find that since starting this

practice, you look at everything and think

about what music it might make? 

Yes. But it has more to do with how you listen
to it than what it is. … If you pay strict
attention to the object instead of listening to
it. Like, a garbage truck. Listen to the sound it’s
making, the rumble of the engine, the weird
crash and bang of the can, the screech of the
hydraulics as it picks the can up. … It’s a
quality of listening. You can do that with just
about any sound if you pay strict attention 
to it. 

Does that mean divorcing the sound from

the object making it? 

I mean, the important thing is to not think
about it. To pay attention to what’s happening
instead of having an internal dialogue about
what’s happening. There’s a reason why it’s
called “paying attention.” You have to give up
something in order to do that. Give up your
ego, I guess. That’s not a great word for it. But,

you forget yourself in the listening. I think
that’s important for me. It’s a great skill to
have. 

Has this practice shaped your life outside

of your art? 

It helps me get through the day sometimes. I
can stop and pay attention to the sound going
on around me, or check out what’s happening
outside. See what the cicadas are doing. … I
think to divert your attention, like if you’re
having a bad day—you’re really frustrated or
tense or pissed off or whatever—it really helps
to stop and take a minute to breathe and pay
attention to something else. 

Are there any sonic qualities to the desert

that made you land there? 

I just really love the Southwest. … Like, there’s
a lot of highways out East where it’s just a
ribbon of asphalt with trees on either side, you
can’t see the horizon, you don’t know where
you are. After a couple days of that, I start to
feel claustrophobic. The sound is something I
eventually took notice of. … There is a sound
in the Sonoran Desert, it’s hard to describe. In
the summer it’s the cicadas, the wind through
the cacti—if it’s blowing really hard, you can
hear it being cut by the needles and kind of
whistling. It’s unique. 

What are you bringing to Albuquerque? 

A couple tape decks, a CD player that I run
through a small guitar amplifier, a contact mic,
a 100-year-old harp thing I found at a thrift
store here. That all sort of augments the stuff
that I’ve been using for years and years—stones
and pine cones and cactus. I have a dead barrel
cactus and a prickly pear pad. … Feathers, seed
pods, walnut shells. Anything I can roll around
in my hand and make sound with. Very few
things that are actual instruments. What I’m
trying to do is take all of the different strains of
what I’ve done over the last 40 years and put
them all together in one hopefully cohesive
piece of sound art. … My only hope is that
people get out of it something close to what I
get out of it. But I don’t know if that’s
definable. a

Jeph Jerman explores sonic possibilities of
desert detritus
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THURSDAY AUG 2
LOMA COLORADO MAIN LIBRARY, Rio Rancho First Thursday
Art and Music Series. Celebrate the beauty and refinement of
Ming Franz’s award-winning Chinese ink paintings through ancient
songs performed by Tom Berkes on the shamisen, the three-
stringed instrument of Japan. 755 Loma Colorado NE. 6-7pm.
ALL-AGES! 891-5013. alibi.com/v/5ve5.

WORDS
OUTPOST PERFORMANCE SPACE (RE)Verse: John Maestas and
Hakim Be. These forward-thinking, creative young visionaries fuse
rhythms, roots, rhetorical devices and electronic soundscapes
to create a show that is part song, story, polyrhythm and poem.
210 Yale Blvd SE. $15. 7:30-10pm. ALL-AGES! 514-7263.
alibi.com/v/5v9p.

ART
NATIONAL HISPANIC CULTURAL CENTER ¡HAH! Happy Arte
Hour. An adult evening of artistic fun in a relaxed setting with
snacks, beer and wine for sale. 1701 Fourth Street SW. $0-$5.
5:30-7:30pm. 18+. 246-2261. alibi.com/v/5tt8.

SONG & DANCE
ABQ BIOPARK BOTANIC GARDEN Summer Nights: ¡Revíva! Enjoy
the original sound of reggae and rock rhythm and lyrics, both in
English and Spanish that touch the soul. Bring blankets, lawn
chairs and enjoy beer, wine and food for purchase. 2601 Central
Ave NW. 6-9pm. 768-2000. alibi.com/v/5uw5.

ALBUQUERQUE MUSEUM OF ART AND HISTORY Chatter
Summer Concert Series. Featuring lively and ethereal music each
week with new selections played by local classical musicians.
2000 Mountain Rd NW. 6-6pm. ALL-AGES! 243-7255.
alibi.com/v/5rvz.

FILM
KIMO THEATRE Premiere Screening of 48 Hour Films: Group A.
See the world premiere of the project, with films made just days
earlier. Different films are shown per screening. Not recommended
for children under the age of 13. Concessions available. 6-8pm.
alibi.com/v/5vgc. Also, Premiere Screening of 48 Hour Films:
Group B. 423 Central Ave NW. 8:30-10:30pm. See previous
listing. 768-3544.

FRIDAY AUG 3
ART
DUEL BREWING ABQ Artwalk. Multiple local businesses open
their doors for live art creation, art exhibits, live music, food,
brews and more. 5pm-1am. alibi.com/v/5wqu. Also, Noise:
George Evans. See recent works from painted miniatures to large
scale canvases, including live painting from the artist. Plus live
music from Mobile Trash Unit, Tropical Girls, Daytrippers and The
Sex on TV. 606 Central Ave SW. 7pm-midnight. 508-3330.
alibi.com/v/5wqv.

OT CIRCUS GALLERY Among Sleeping Giants: The Art of Pullins
and Wooten. With each work of art, an artist steps foot into the
arena in an attempt to awaken and face off with the untamed
colossus in this pop-up exhibition. 709 Central Ave NW. 5-9pm.
(678) 923-2755. alibi.com/v/5wf2.

STAGE
BOX PERFORMANCE SPACE AND IMPROV THEATRE Devil on
the Wall. Jamie Campbell relives the time he was kidnapped as
a child in this solo performance that is part comedy, part story-
telling and 100 percent true. 7-8:15pm. 510-1389.
alibi.com/v/5vgm. Also, The Hive Improv Comedy. An all-new
long-form improv show comprised of nine improvisers, comedians
and actors who have graduated from The Box's Improv program.
100 Gold Ave SW. $8. 10:15-11:30pm. 15+. 404-1578.
alibi.com/v/5s4r.

MUSICAL THEATRE SOUTHWEST Nine, The Musical. The story
of a celebrated film director and his attempts to find a plot for
his next film as he is pursued by hordes of beautiful women, all
clamoring to be loved by him alone. 6320 Domingo Rd NE.
$20-$22. 7:30-10:30pm. 18+. 265-9119. alibi.com/v/5vem.

RODEY THEATRE La Cage aux Folles. The manager of a nightclub
featuring drag entertainment and his partner and star attraction,
try to play it straight when their son brings home his fiancée's
conservative parents for a meet and greet. University of New
Mexico. $22-$26. 7:30-10pm. ALL-AGES! 463-5700.
alibi.com/v/5w4j.

VORTEX THEATRE The Fantasticks. The world’s longest running
musical concerning two neighboring fathers who trick their chil-

CALENDAR | ARTS & LIT 

dren, Luisa and Matt, into falling in love by pretending to feud.
2900 Carlisle Blvd NE. $18-$25. 7:30pm. ALL-AGES! 247-8600.
alibi.com/v/5uo3.

SONG & DANCE
ABQ BIOPARK ZOO Zoo Music: Lisa Loeb. Enjoy music from the
American singer-songwriter, producer, touring artist, actress,
author and philanthropist. Bring blankets and lawn chairs and
enjoy beer, wine and food for purchase. 903 10th Street SW.
$0-$12. 6-9pm. ALL-AGES! 764-6214. alibi.com/v/5uw7.

ALBUQUERQUE CENTER FOR PEACE AND JUSTICE Jeph Jerman,
Steve Jansen, William Fowler Collins and TAHNZZ Live. Enjoy live,
local music. 202 Harvard Dr SE. $5. 7-11pm. ALL-AGES!
alibi.com/v/5vzy.

ALBUQUERQUE MUSEUM OF ART AND HISTORY Salsa Under
the Stars. Combo Unico of Tucson experiments with traditional
and contemporary Caribbean and Latin American rhythms. Great
music and dancing with food and beverages available. 2000
Mountain Rd NW. $0-$18. 6:30-10pm. ALL-AGES! 255-9798.
alibi.com/v/5s7j.

N4TH THEATER J. Garcia Dance Company Presents: Past Lives.
A thoughtful collection of six distinct dance works, representing
the stylistic range and artistic fluidity of the repertory. 4904
Fourth Street NW. $10-$20. 8-9:30pm. ALL-AGES! 934-1247.
alibi.com/v/5v9s.

TABLAO FLAMENCO ALBUQUERQUE AT HOTEL ALBUQUERQUE.
Enjoy dynamic world-class performances, exquisite Sevillan tapas
and craft cocktails, with 60 percent of proceeds supporting the
National Institute of Flamenco. 800 Rio Grande Blvd NW. 8pm.
21+. 505-22-8797. alibi.com/v/5pjz.

FILM
KIMO THEATRE Premiere Screening of 48 Hour Films: Group C.
423 Central Ave NW. 7-9pm. See 8/2 listing.

SATURDAY AUG 4
WORDS
PAGE ONE BOOKSTORE Local Authors and Small Press Fair.
Authors bring their books to promote independently and sell.
5850 Eubank Blvd NE. 11am-1pm. ALL-AGES! 294-2026.
alibi.com/v/5vra.

STAGE
ALBUQUERQUE MUSEUM OF ART AND HISTORY Blues in Time:
The Evolution of Blues in America. This musical narrative opens
with the African ascendancy of blues. The players explore influ-
ences, journey through juke joints and the Mississippi Delta and
onto the blues of Chicago and more. 2000 Mountain Rd NW.
7-10pm. 243-7255. alibi.com/v/5vhq.

THE BARELAS EVENT CENTER Steven Michael Quezada. See
the homegrown comedian and actor live. 907 Fourth Street SW.
7pm. 717-2209. alibi.com/v/5vhs.

SOUTH BROADWAY CULTURAL CENTER Do Life Big Standup
Comedy Show. Featuring emcee Jeremy Jaramillo, comedians
Nicolina Nitche, Eddie Tafoya and Virginia "V" Gonzales. Proceeds
benefit Saranam: A Refuge from Homelessness for Families and
Children. 1025 Broadway Blvd SE. $10. 7-9pm. 13+. 848-1320.
alibi.com/v/5ua7.

SONG & DANCE
ALBUQUERQUE MUSEUM OF ART AND HISTORY Jazz and Blues
Under the Stars. Live blues and jazz with dancing, food and liba-
tions. 2000 Mountain Rd NW. $0-$18. 6:30-10pm. ALL-AGES!
150525597983. alibi.com/v/5s7u.

ELENA GALLEGOS PICNIC AREA Summer Sunset Series: Blues
Jam. A jam performance by the SW Blues Network where the
public can bring acoustic instruments and join in. 7100 Tramway
Blvd NE. $2. 6pm. 452-5205. alibi.com/v/5w5m.

SUNDAY AUG 5
WORDS
PAGE ONE BOOKSTORE Ryan Tannen Signing Event. The local
author signs and discusses his fantasy novel. 5850 Eubank Blvd
NE. 3-4:35pm. ALL-AGES! 294-2026. alibi.com/v/5vrb.

SONG & DANCE
NATIONAL HISPANIC CULTURAL CENTER Future Games. Get a
sneak preview of the future of music as Albuquerque’s youth take
to the stage featuring house band Tierra Adentro Music Ensemble,
under the direction of Cesar Bauvallet. 1701 Fourth Street SW.
7:30-10pm. 724-4771. alibi.com/v/5vks.

LEARN
REMARQUE: NEW GROUNDS PRINT WORKSHOP Photoshop for
Artists Workshop. Learn to use Photoshop’s vast array of tools
including selection, layering and masking to assist at every stage,
from planning to executing work. 3812 Central Ave SE. $200.
1-5pm. 15+. 268-8952. alibi.com/v/5ug7.

ARTS & LIT

CALENDAR

Compiled by Ashli Mayo. Submit your events at alibi.com/events.
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BY HOSHO MCCREESH

P
lucked from the bulldozer's path and
renovated to a high shine, the El Vado is a
proud piece of once-crumbling Route-66-era

Americana given new life. In terms of casual
dining, the options abound. Lining the outdoor
plaza from the east to the west there's a half dozen
food pods serving varying fare, so there’s a little
something for just about everyone. Depending on
when you go, the eclectic hours mean some spots
might not be open—but think of that as a reason
to go again. 

Sandia Crust Pizza Company
For a lunch or dinner, you'll find plenty to

love at Sandia Crust Pizza Company. Their crust
is an absolute standout, a cross between the salt of
a sourdough with a rustic, savory cornmeal
dusting—meaning, like the El Vado itself, you
know your pizza will be built well from the
bottom up. The sauce of the BBQ chicken pizza
($8.25) was smoky but light, with hunks of
chicken, onions and cilantro. The Mediterranean
pizza ($8.25) was salty and earthy with a mix of
ground lamb, olives, feta and eggplant. I was
especially impressed when a hand-built vegan
option was offered with the obligatory side of
grated Parmesan—which was super attentive and
thoughtful. The 7" small pizza was enough for a
big appetite, but left lighter appetites with a cold
leftover slice or two.

Bosque Burgers 
Bosque Burgers serves up serious eats for

serious appetites. The Cubano ($10) was a double
layer of ham and thin-sliced pork loin, sliced
pickle and a mild Swiss with a mustard that
delivers a salty, luscious bite. The kitchen sink
burger ($12) was everything but, so lightweights
need not apply! Both were served with
cantaloupe, a sturdy coleslaw and a dill pickle
spear. The panko-crusted fried mac and cheese
($3) caught my eye—served with either ranch or
buffalo sauce. It was silky, but light enough to
avoid feeling heavy. The combination of the
crunchy and creamy was perfect.

Happy Chickenzz 
The lightly fried batter of the shut your mouth

chicken (2 pieces for $3.99, 4 for $6.99, 8 for
$12.99) was the first thing I noticed. So often the
batter-and-fry job is needlessly dense, burying the
flavors in flour and fat. Not so here. They also
offer a fine fried okra ($3.99), an oft-ignored but
tasty Southern staple that's done up just right. On
the lighter side, the souky salad with chicken
($11) came with a truly unique, sweet-and-savory
vinaigrette over generous hunks of greens, herbs,
veggies and strips of grilled chicken.

Buen Provecho 
New Mexico is a northern gateway for all

things South and Central American, which
means we've got some damn fine Latin dining
options, and Buen Provecho is no exception. For

breakfast don't miss the gallo pinto ($8)—a
tremendous blend of beans and rice over a
banana leaf, topped with an egg, broccoli and
microgreens with a thick, homemade corn tortilla
and some downright amazing fried sweet
plantains. If you want more heat, the carnitas
burrito ($8) features eggs, beans, rice, tomato and
onion, all wrapped in a tortilla and seared on the
outside. It comes with a fiery Tabasco-esque salsa
that locals will celebrate! Wash it down with a
cafe con leche ($3.50), a bright and creamy sip of
deep steeped coffee softened by condensed milk.

Rollin' On In 
The handmade tortillas at Rollin’ On In—

both corn and flour—are show-stoppers, and the
cheese-crusted tortilla around the #8 burrito with
pork and red chile ($9) is a crispy, crunchy
wonder. The red is better than the green, and the
spice of both is more tourist level, so locals would
be wise to hit up their hot sauce cart to ramp up
your lunch or dinner. The #5 taco trio with a
shredded chicken, shredded pork and veggie taco
($9) was a winner … with the pork as the
favorite, and a dark-horse second-place showing
for the surprising and sturdy veggie taco. It
features zucchini, cauliflower, eggplant and onion.

Zendo Coffee
If you're determined to beat the crowds by

arriving early, then Zendo's zia latte ($4.50) is just
the thing to wake you up proper. Try it with the

white chocolate if you're looking for that sweet
and creamy kick. Then again, early doesn't
necessarily mean cool, so until fall hits, maybe the
iced cold brew ($4) is the way to go. As non-
acidic and easy-drinking as coffee gets, plus it's
cold and caffeinated—need I say more? If
avoiding animal products, take a golden milk
($4) with macadamia milk steeped with turmeric,
cinnamon, cayenne, black pepper and
cardamom—a delightful break from the ordinary
morning flavors. They also have breakfast burritos
($5) courtesy of Sister Bar, and pastries including
vegan options. 

El Vado Tap Room/El Vado
Pretzels

With both beer and air conditioning, the El
Vado Tap Room will certainly be a crowd
favorite. They serve up cold beers from Ponderosa
Brewing and happily encourage food delivery
from their plaza neighbors. Attached to the
brewery and featuring a patio-side walk-up
window is El Vado Pretzels. Try the hot and
cheesy ($6.99) in which the spicy queso is the
gooey, sumptuous star. The pretzel itself is soft,
with the pop of sliced jalapenos and a quick melt
of grated cheese to hold it together. Dunked in
the queso, it makes a perfect snack to take the
edge off your beer. 

El Vado is just enough off the beaten path to
surprise while still a quick jaunt from Old Town,
the Sawmill District and Downtown. The
assortment of shops and food spots line an
intimate but airy patio dotted with tables and
planters. There's a kid-friendly water feature in
the thoughtful and elegant remodel, and
architecturally they've kept the sturdy bones of
the vintage structure, staying true to her roots as
an old motor hotel. ¡Muy amable! During the
dead of summer it will likely be "if-it-wasn't-so-
hot-it-would-be-super-chill," but—from eats, to
shops, to the hotel and performance space, even
apartments—the ambitious El Vado has plenty to
offer.  a

On the Road Again
El Vado offers a wide variety of eats and drinks

KNOWING INGREDIENTS

BY ROBIN BABB

What is coconut sugar?
And why is everyone obsessed 

with it?
Various coconut products have achieved nearly
cult status in some health food circles, most
notably the coconut oil craze. (You’re not truly a
health punk until you’ve tried oil pulling with
coconut oil). Coconut water is still infinitely
popular among Whole Foods yoga moms. Coconut
sugar is the latest to get the spotlight, and thus a
lot of varying opinions and incongruous facts have
been thrown around about it. Always the
champions of clarity and truth over here at Weekly
Alibi, we figured we’d give you a little primer on
this alternative sweetener. 

What is it?
Coconut sugar isn’t actually made from coconuts.
It’s instead made from the sap of coconut flower
buds. (The same process is used to make palm
sugar from date palms and other types of palm
trees). The sap is boiled down until it’s at a syrupy
thickness (this product is sold too, as palm syrup
or palm honey), then that syrup is dried and
ground into a coarse powder resembling brown
sugar. It’s worth noting that this makes all types of
palm sugar more sustainable than cane sugar, as it
involves simply harvesting a flower rather than
taking down the whole plant.

Is it good for you?
Let’s get one thing straight: Sugar is sugar is sugar,
and sugar isn’t good for anybody in excessive
amounts (or even in moderate amounts, if we’re
being real). Is coconut sugar less bad for you
compared to refined cane sugar? For sure.
Coconut sugar has a lower glycemic index than
cane sugar, which means that your body
metabolizes it more slowly, making for less of a
sugar rush/crash situation. It’s a friendlier sugar
alternative for diabetics for the same reason.
Coconut sugar also has trace amounts of vitamins
and minerals not present in cane sugar, but it’s
certainly not enough to go calling it a superfood.

How do I use it?
The coolest thing about coconut sugar as an
alternative sweetener is that it can reliably
substitute for regular sugar on a 1:1 basis. That
makes it an ideal candidate for baking with, or for
any recipes that call for a lot of sugar. Be warned,
though, that coconut sugar won’t deliver as much
of a tender, moist texture as cane sugar in your
baked goods. It also departs an earthy and
decidedly coconutty flavor to whatever you put it
in. If you’re a fan of coconut though, this shouldn’t
be an issue. Make simple syrup out of it for mixing
into drinks, put some in your morning yogurt, or
use it in your favorite cake recipe.

Where can I get it?
You can get coconut sugar in most standard
grocery stores at this point, but it’ll cost you a few
bucks more than the white stuff. A pound of
coconut sugar will cost anywhere from $3.99 for
the Smith’s brand stuff to around $7. As always,
make sure you buy from a fair trade source. a

El Vado

elvadoabq.com/restaurants
2500 Central Ave. SW

361-1667
Alibi Recommends: Not a bad dish to be found, but

whatever you do get, find a cool, shady spot to eat it in.
Vibe: Nana wisely described it as "Santorini—
Southwest-style" and I couldn't agree more.

The kitchen sink burger at Bosque Burgers ERIC WILLIAMS PHOTOGRAPHY
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N.M. Route 66 Eats
Classic diners on the Mother Road

BY ROBIN BABB

S
ince the bulk of my
family still lives in
Texas, I have found

myself making the long
drive along Interstate 40
(or the “northern route,” as
it is called in familial
parlance) from here to
there often. The stretch of
I-40 between Albuquerque
and Amarillo—the point at
which I turn due south—
exists along the same path
as the historic Route 66,
and there are plenty of
glossy signs along the way that tell you so.
Though what’s now designated as “Historic
Route 66” by the National Scenic Byways
Program is much shorter than the original
Mother Road, driving it still yields some of the
kitschy charm that the old east-west route did.
In honor of the recent reopening of the El
Vado Motel, a little bit of Albuquerque Route
66 history, I wanted to talk about some of the
quality eats and drinks that exist along the
historic Route 66 in New Mexico to this day.

Lindy’s Diner (500 Central
Ave. SW)

The charismatic little diner sits on the
corner of Central and Fifth, just across from
another Route 66 historic landmark, the KiMo
Theatre. Lindy’s began its life as Coney Island
Cafe in 1929, making it one of the oldest
continually operating restaurants on Route 66.
In 1960 it was bought by the current owners
and renamed Lindy’s Diner, but some of the
classic dishes have lived on—most notably the
Coney Island sandwich (which is just a chili
dog, piled high with fries on the side, $6.45).
There’s a slew of burgers that’ll make your
mouth water, like the ultimate burger ($9.45),
which has bacon, pepper jack cheese, chipotle
mayo, avocado and a fried egg on top. There’s
plenty of New Mexican dishes as well, and
breakfast is served all day. 

Frontier Restaurant (2400
Central Ave. SE)

Ah, Frontier. If there’s a recognizable
rooftop in the city it’s this one. This iconic
New Mexican diner has been serving
cinnamon rolls and fresh-squeezed orange
juice since 1971—which, admittedly, was the
tail end of Route 66’s heyday. Nevertheless,
this sprawling dining establishment fed drivers
(or motorists, as they were called in ye olden
times) on their way from one coast to another
out of its assembly-line-esque kitchen, and
continues to do the same for college students

at varying levels of sobriety. The walls of the
dining rooms have long been covered in art,
mostly of the Western and Southwestern
variety—a good way for travelers to determine
what part of the country they happen to be
eating in. 

Dog House Drive-In (1216
Central Ave. SW)

The iconic Dog House sign has been a
beautiful beacon to weary truckers and mom-
visitors at its current location since 1969 (it
had an earlier location that opened in 1939).
The menu is short and simple, the food is
greasy and immensely satisfying. Get either a
half-long or a footlong dog with chile, cheese
or just mustard—hot dogs is kind of what they
do, if you didn’t already get the gist. There’s a
few other things too, of course, like nachos,
frito pie and fries, all available for obscenely
cheap prices. But everyone knows what you’re
really there for. Sit at the tiny counter and
watch the cooks do their work while you eat.
Then get out of their hair—there’s a lot of
other people who want that prime real estate.

Joseph’s Bar and Grill (1775
Rte. 66, Santa Rosa, N.M.)

I’ve stopped at this little Santa Rosa diner
several times, usually on the way back home
after camping somewhere between there and
Amarillo. Once I stopped in the middle of a
pretty legendary thunderstorm, during which
the lights and music flickered the whole time I
spent there. Joseph’s Bar and Grill has been
serving American and New Mexican food
since 1956, when it was first named La Fiesta
Drive-In. The place still has a ’50s classic
diner look, with Coca-Cola curtains in the
windows and those annoying little vinyl
upholstered chairs. The food is pretty standard
New Mexican fare, with a menu of hamburgers
and other classic American diner dishes for
the timorous tourist. Take a dip in the Blue
Hole while you’re in town, and then try the
Blue Hole margarita ($7.50) for some neon-
flavored inebriation.  a

Lindy’s Diner, a local Route 66 classic ROBIN BABB
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Eighth Grade
Bo Burnham studies tweenage angst in writing-directing debut

Olivia (Emily Robinson, “Transparent”), a
friendly and enthusiastic teen who takes a
shine to Kayla. Olivia’s cheerful
descriptions of high school life actually give
Kayla some hope for the future. The “joke”
of it is, it’s high school—not the land of
milk and honey. We’ve all been there. We
all know what tortures are most likely
awaiting Kayla in the four years to come.

For anyone who survived eighth grade
(which we assume is everyone in the
audience for an R-rated film), Eighth Grade
is frequently painful to watch. Burnham
must have had a hell of a time in middle
school, because his memories of it feel vivid
and veracious. He’s also obviously spent
time studying the vernacular of today’s
tweens. The often tongue-tied dialogue has
all the authenticity of an ethnographic
study. Kudos, of course, to the young lady
who delivers most of it. Fisher’s
performance is so open and honest that the
film feels more like a documentary or a
surreptitiously stolen video diary than a
work of fiction.

Harsh as it is in its assessment of the
Darwinian social experiment we call middle
school, Eighth Grade has a warm undertow
of compassion pulling it along. Kayla is a

REEL WORLD
BY DEVIN D. O’LEARY

Quick Shot
The 48 Hour Film Project hit Albuquerque this
past weekend, with teams of filmmakers
scrambling to write, direct, edit and premiere
short films in just two days. The deadlines are up
and the “premiere” part of that cycle is about to
come to fruition. As usual KiMo Theatre (423
Central Ave. NW) serves as the venue for the
public to view the results of this year’s madcap
local filmmaking marathon. Every one of the
films shot this year was required to incorporate
the same prop (a burrito), the same character
(Heath or Heather Torres, fitness instructor) and
the same line of dialogue (“As flat as a
pancake”). Block A screens Thursday, Aug. 2 at
6pm and features the first 11 shorts. Block B
contains the next 10 shorts and screens at
8:30pm. Block C, the final 11 films, gets
underway on Friday, Aug. 3, at 7pm. Tickets are
$10 for each screening block or $29 for all
three. To snag your tickets in advance, go to
kimotickets.com. For a look at the teams in each
screening block, go to
48hourfilm.com/albuquerque-nm. Following the
screening and the judging (the top film will go on
to compete nationally), a “Best 48 Hour Films
2018” screening takes over the KiMo on
Thursday, Aug. 9 at 7pm. Tickets for that one
are $10 as well.

Documentary is Da Bomb
Doctor Atomic, composer John Adams and
director Peter Sellars’ groundbreaking opera
about J. Robert Oppenheimer and the creation
of the atomic bomb, is finally coming to the
Santa Fe Opera starting Thursday, Aug. 2. To
add extra insight into the production’s local
premiere, Albuquerque’s Guild Cinema (3405
Central Ave. NE) is screening the 2007
documentary Wonders Are Many this Sunday,
Aug. 5, at 1pm. Directed by Jon H. Else, the film
follows the making of this grand modern opera
prior to its debut at the San Francisco Opera in
2005. At the same time, the film explores our
country’s unnerving 60-year history of nuclear
weapons. Else will be on hand to introduce his
film and to participate in a post-film Q&A.
Admission is $8. 

Indigenous Cinema
The 6th Annual Native Film Series returns to
the El Morro Theatre in Gallup this Friday and
Saturday, Aug. 3 through 4. Premieres include
Chasing Coral, a
documentary
about how
climate change
is affecting our
oceans, and
Defending the
Fire, a
nonfiction
examination of
how Native
American
warriors have
navigated a
unique cultural
and spiritual
path
throughout
history. Several
other films are on the schedule, and two
filmmaking workshops for children (ages 8 to
12) are available. For a complete schedule of
films, events and times, go to
nativefilmseriesnm.com. The El Morro Theatre is
located at 207 W. Coal Ave. in Gallup. a

gawky adolescent, uncomfortable in her
own pimpled skin, stumbling her way into
young adulthood. The comforting,
Hollywood-approved message, of course, is
that “it gets better.” In reality, it does. And
life will definitely get better for Kayla.
Eventually. But maybe not tomorrow. And
maybe not for years. Still, Burnham clearly
has a soft heart for his characters. Unlike,
let’s say Todd Solondz’ Welcome to the
Dollhouse, Burnham’s work isn’t at all mean-
spirited. Kayla isn’t hated by her classmates.
She isn’t a flawed person. She’s simply
invisible in a world driven by “followers”
and “likes.” And yet, Burnham makes it
easy to empathize with her. Deep down,
Kayla has a lot of skills and coping
mechanisms. An uncomfortable, pre-sexual
encounter in the back seat of a car reveals
that Kayla has more fortitude than she
knows. And her videos, often serving as on-
the-nose counterpoints to her pathetic
social life, show that she wants to break out
of her shell. She just hasn’t figured out how
yet. 

The story of Eighth Grade is humble,
realistic and vignette-heavy in nature. The
morals and lessons it lays out are small. In
reality—unlike a lot of Hollywood films—
ugly ducklings and late bloomers don’t
transform overnight (and just in time to
dazzle all their classmates at prom). Instead,
they slowly discover who and what they are,
and eventually gravitate toward
friends/places/jobs that fit with that. The
glory of middle school is that it eventually
ends. So do all great tragedies in life. That’s
the sort of funny-sad wisdom upon which
Eighth Grade is built. a

Eighth Grade
Written and directed by Bo Burnham

Starring Elsie Fisher, Josh Hamilton, Emily Robinson

Rated R

Opens Thursday 8/2

BY DEVIN D. O’LEARY

I
f you can come up with a moment in

human existence more hellish in practice,

more hilarious in retrospect than the

entirety of the last year of middle school,

I’m perfectly willing to argue the point with

you. Sure, high school features far greater

emotional highs and lows. But eighth grade

has its own particular demonic twists,

designed to hit you at a time at which you

are singularly unprepared for them. High

school, for example, is all about not being

able to act on your hormones. It sucks.

Eighth grade is all about not knowing what

the hell hormones are in the first place. It’s

worse.
You know who else thinks that? Bo

Burnham. With his debut writing-directing
effort, the internet-famous comedian,
singer, songwriter, musician, rapper, actor,
writer, director and poet (pretty sure I
should hate him based on that résumé)
displays a level of talent, maturity and
empathy that his 228 million YouTube hits
never even hinted at. Hilarious and painful
and perfectly well-observed, Eighth Grade
takes the tired “coming-of-age” indie
dramedy genre and refreshes it for the
iPhone age.

Our eighth grade tour guide here is Kayla
(Elsie Fisher, who voices unicorn-obsessed
Agnes in the Despicable Me series). The 13-
year-old is in her final weeks as a middle
schooler. High school looms on her horizon,
offering some sort of relief from the draining
emotional drudgery of middle school. You
see, Kayla is a painfully introverted child.
She’s got some clear social anxiety, zero
friends and is being raised by a well-
meaning single father (Josh Hamilton, “13
Reasons Why”) who doesn’t have the
faintest idea how to really connect with a
13-year-old daughter. 

A product of her generation, Kayla
spends all her time glued to her cell phone
and to social media. She even has a
YouTube channel where she posts self-help
videos about confidence and self-image.
The cruel irony is, of course, that no one
watches Kayla’s videos, and—IRL—she has
precious little in the way of confidence or
positive self-image. Instead, she mopes
silently around the halls of school, mooning
over the boy she has a crush on and trying
to figure out how to initiate actual human
contact. 

One day Kayla is assigned to a high
school shadow program where she’s
supposed to follow a high school student
and get a feel for what high school might be
like. To her great luck, she’s paired with

The laptop computer, a girl’s best friend.
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No Date, No Signature
A minor traffic collision proves to have far-reaching
consequences in this ripple-effect drama from Iran. A
forensic pathologist (Amir Aghaee) finds himself work-
ing on the corpse of a young child, whose death he
may or may not have been involved with. In Farsi with
English subtitles. 107 minutes. Unrated. (Opens
Tuesdy 8/7 at Guild Cinema)

Our House
In hopes of communicating with his recently de-
ceased parents, a young genius invents a device that
"amplifies the paranormal activity" within his family's
house. The result is a slow-building haunted house
drama that relies more on psychological pathos than
on ghostly scares. 90 minutes. PG-13. (Opens Satur-
day 8/4 at Guild Cinema)

Ryuichi Sakamoto: Coda
Japanese musician and composer Ryuichi Sakamoto
is the subject of this surprisingly quiet documentary.
Instead of tracing the electronic music pioneer's life
and career, the film mostly watches as he tries to
piece together a new musical masterpiece in the
wake of Japan's Fukushima nuclear accident and
Sakamoto's own personal diagnosis of cancer. In Eng-
lish and Japanese with English subtitles. 100 min-
utes. Unrated. (Opens Friday 8/3 at Guild Cinema)

Sailor Moon Super S: The Movie
This 1995 spin-off feature—known in Japan as Pretty
Soldier Sailor Moon Super S: The Nine Soldiers Unite!
Miracle of the Black Dream Hole—finds the Sailor
Guardians battling a child-stealing Pied Piper from
outer space. 75 minutes. (Opens Monday 8/6 at
Century 14 Downtown, Century Rio, Cottonwood Sta-
dium 16)

The Spy Who Dumped Me
Mila Kunis stars as a woman who gets dumped by her
boyfriend, only to find out he was a government super
spy. This gets her unwittingly entangled in an interna-
tional conspiracy. Of course, she drags along her BFF
(Kate McKinnon) for the ensuing shenanigans. 116
minutes. R. (Opens Thursday 8/2 at Century 14
Downtown, Century Rio, AMC Albuquerque 12, Flix
Brewhouse, Cottonwood Stadium 16, Icon Cinemas
Albuquerque, Rio Rancho Premiere Cinema)

Storks
From the studio that gave us The Lego Movie comes
this 2016 CGI cartoon about storks—you know, the
kind who deliver babies. Adam Samberg, Jennifer
Aniston, Keegan-Michael Key, Jordan Peele, Ty Burrell
and Danny Trejo are among the bird-based voice cast.
89 minutes. PG. (Opens Tuesday 8/7 at Rio Rancho
Premiere Cinema)

Wonders Are Many
The creation of John Adams and Peter Sellars' cutting-
edge opera Dr. Atomic is chronicled in this documen-
tary, which follows the original work from inception to
premiere at the San Francisco Opera back in 2005.
94 minutes. Unrated. (Opens Sunday 8/5 at Guild
Cinema)

a few weird twists in store—not the least of which is a
"true crime" television show running throughout the
film and purporting to show the "real" story of what
happened in that fateful cabin. 86 minutes. Unrated.
(Opens Friday 8/3 at Guild Cinema)

Death of a Nation
Right-wing nut job Dinesh D'Souza (Obama's Amer-
ica, Hillary's America: The Secret History of the Demo-
cratic Party) unleashes another one of this deplorable
political documentaries. Hilariously, this one tries to
explicitly equate the presidency of Abraham Lincoln
with the presidency of Donald Trump. Purely coinci-
dentally, in May of this year, D'Souza received a full
pardon from Donald Trump for his felony count of ille-
gal campaign contributions. 109 minutes. PG-13.
(Opens Thursday 8/2 at Century 14 Downtown, Cen-
tury Rio, Cottonwood Stadium 16)

Eighth Grade
Reviewed this issue. 93 minutes. (Opens Thursday
8/2 at Century 14 Downtown, Century Rio, High
Ridge)

Ferris Bueller's Day Off
John Hughes' iconic 1986 salute to truancy features
an insouciant Matthew Broderick, a sad sack Alan
Ruck, a sexy Mia Sara and a bitter Jennifer Grey. In
retrospect, Ferris' misdemeanor-filled romp through
Chicago with his best friends in tow seems a tad self-
centered and manipulative. But it's still a nostalgic
hoot—not to mention, Broderick's finest on-screen ef-
fort. 103 minutes. PG-13. (Opens Tuesday 8/7 at Flix
Brewhouse)

Gauguin: Voyage to Tahiti
Vincent Cassal (La Haine, Mesrine, Irreversible) stars
as controversial French artist Paul Gauguin. This softly
focused biopic checks in on the postimpressionist
painter in the late 1800s as he abandons his wife,
children and nation of birth to set up a studio in the
wild Tahitian jungle. In French and Polynesian with
English subtitles. 102 minutes. Unrated. (Opens Fri-
day 8/3 at Guild Cinema)

Goodachari
This Indian spy thriller stars Adivi Sesh as a "martyr's
son and trained agent" who graduates from an ultra-
competitive government training program, only to set
out to find the people responsible for framing him as
a most-wanted criminal. In Telugu with English subti-
tles. 120 minutes. Unrated. (Opens Friday 8/3 at Icon
Cinemas Albuquerque)

In the Last Days of the City
A documentary filmmaker in Cairo is having difficulty
finishing his film, so his friends send him footage from
the cities they live in—from Baghdad to Berlin. The re-
sult is a "movie within a movie" that reads as a
melancholy elegy to a fading metropolis on the edge
of revolution and dissolution. In Arabic with English
subtitles. 117 minutes. Unrated. (Opens Tuesday 8/7
at Guild Cinema)

STILL PLAYING

Ant-Man and The Wasp
Marvel breaks out a sequel to its 2015 action com-
edy hit Ant-Man. This time around our pint-sized
hero/single father (Paul Rudd) is teamed up with a
no-nonsense female counterpart (Evangeline Lilly) to
battle a dangerous, phase-shifting villain named
Ghost. Laurence Fishburne also joins the cast as sci-
entist Bill Foster, whom longtime comic book fans will
surely recognize. 118 minutes. PG-13. (Century 14
Downtown, Century Rio, Cottonwood Stadium 16, Rio
Rancho Premiere Cinema, Icon Cinemas Albu-
querque, AMC Albuquerque 12, Flix Brewhouse)

Blindspotting
This ripped-from-the-headlines comedy-drama comes
from hip-hop outsiders Rafael Casal and Daveed
Diggs. Diggs made his mark rapping his way through
the roles of Thomas Jefferson and Marquis de
Lafayette in Hamilton. Here, he teams up with long-
time pal Casal as Collin and Miles, a pair of black-
and-white best friends working for a moving company
in Oakland. When Collin (an ex-con just days away
from ending his probation) witnesses the late-night
police shooting of a young black man, he keeps his
mouth shut. This leads to the film's messy, extended
rumination on race, class, gertrification and justice—
much of which, believe it or not, is delivered in spoken
word verse. 95 minutes. R. (Century Rio)

Don't Worry, He Won't Get Far On Foot
Gus Van Sant (Drugstore Cowboy, Good Will Hunting)
directs this disarmingly sentimental true-life biopic
about quadraplegic cartoonist John Callahan. After
being paralyzed in a drunk driving accident, Callahan
(Joaquin Phoenix, in one of his most down-to-Earth
roles) heal his broken spirit with a combination of Al-
coholics Anonymous and politically incorrect doodles.
Drunk, foul-mouthed and frequently self-loathing,
Callahan is an odd source for inspirational uplift. And
yet, by accepting that 12 step programs help certain
people and that black humor is a good thing, this
cynicism-free portrait manages to be both amusing
and emotional. Among the eclectic supporting cast is
Jonah Hill, in one of the most transformative roles of
his career. Reviewed in v27 i30. 114 minutes. R.
(Century Rio, High Ridge)

The Equalizer 2
Antoine Fuqua's 2014 action flick had Denzel Wash-
ington taking over from TV's Edward Woodward as a
retired government agent who takes on random as-
signments helping innocent people in trouble. Denzel
is back now, serving up justice for the exploited. This
time around one of his old CIA friends is murdered,
and he's got to go gunning for revenge, old-guy-style.
129 minutes. (Century 14 Downtown, Century Rio,
AMC Albuquerque 12, Flix Brewhouse, Icon Cinemas
Albuquerque, Rio Rancho Premiere Cinema, Cotton-
wood Stadium 16)

The First Purge
The fourth in the popular (not to mention cheap-to-
make) dystopian action series is, as the title suggests,

The Big Lebowski

OPENING THIS WEEK

Asperger's Are Us
In this coming-of-age documentary, four friends on
the Autism spectrum bond through humor as mem-
bers of the comedy troupe "Asperger's Are Us." This
screening is a fundraiser for the nonprofit Kayak New
Mexico. 82 minutes. Unrated. (Opens Saturday 8/4 at
Guild Cinema)

The Big Lebowski
Jeff Bridges is a pot-smoking bowler just looking to re-
place his beloved rug after he's mistaken for a reclu-
sive millionaire by some vengeful nihilists. These
things happen. This anarchic 1998 comedy is one of
the Coen brothers' most loved cult hits. And de-
servedly so. Now it's back in theaters for its 20th an-
niversary. 117 minutes. R. (Opens Sunday 8/5 at
Century 14 Downtown, Century Rio, Cottonwood Sta-
dium 16)

Big Trouble in Little China
John Carpenter's 1986 action romp returns to the big
screen. Kurt Russell is rowdy trucker Jack Burton, who
gets roped into a centuries-old supernatural brawl on
the streets of Chinatown involving an ancient wizard.
This cult film freely mixes comedy, martial arts and the
supernatural for maximum entertainment value. 99
minutes. PG-13. (Opens Sunday 8/5 at Icon Cinemas
Albuquerque)

Chi La Sow
In this romantic comedy, Sushanth (Baahubali, Arjun
Reddy) stars as a "boy-next-door" type who falls in
love—presumably with a "girl-next-door" type. Turns
out he's a "Salman fan and a Hanuman devotee,"
who wants to remain a bachelor, but his mother and
his friends won't let him achieve his dream in peace.
According to The Times of India, the star will "be
sporting only shorts in the entire film." So there's that.
In Telugu with English subtitles. 135 minutes. Unrated.
(Opens Friday 8/3 at Movies West)

Christopher Robin
In this live-action/animated fantasy, a middle-aged
Christopher Robin (Ewan McGregor)—real-life star of
the A.A. Milne's Winnie-the-Pooh books—finds himself
going through a midlife crisis. And who should show
up at his doorstep in urban London? How about the
silly ol' bear himself and his pals from the Hundred
Acre Wood (rendered in CGI as perfect stuffed ani-
mals come to life). 104 minutes. PG. (Opens Thursday
8/2 at Century 14 Downtown, Century Rio, AMC Albu-
querque 12, Flix Brewhouse, Cottonwood Stadium 16,
Icon Cinemas Albuquerque, Rio Rancho Premiere Cin-
ema)

Clueless
This 1995 teen comedy from Amy Heckerling (Fast
Times at Ridgemont High) is dated but still clever. Ali-
cia Silverstone made her mark as a rich girl in Beverly
Hills who tries to boost the popularity of a new stu-
dent (Brittany Murphy), while navigating her own con-
fusing love life (look, it's a hot, young Paul Rudd!). 97
minutes. PG-13. (Opens Thursday 8/9 at Flix Brew-
house)

The Darkest Minds
Hollywood tries to launch another young adult sci-fi
series by mashing together X-Men and The Maze Run-
ner. In the near future, a strange disease has wiped
out 98 percent of children under age 20. The surviv-
ing 2 percent develop amazing super powers. Natu-
rally, they're hunted and herded into internment
camps by creepy government types. Just as naturally,
one preternaturally talented young woman (Amandla
Stenberg from The Hunger Games) must escape and
lead her fellow teens in a rebellion against totalitarian
government forces. It's based on Alexandra Bracken's
YA series (six books and counting). 105 minutes. PG-
13. (Opens Thursday 8/2 at Century 14 Downtown,
Century Rio, AMC Albuquerque 12, Icon Cinemas Al-
buquerque, Rio Rancho Premiere Cinema)

Dead Night
A husband and wife and their teen children head out
to a cabin in the middle of the woods (uh, oh) for
some much-needed downtime. Turns out dad is dying
of cancer. But these woods are allegedly the home to
a mysterious rock deposit capable of healing people.
Soon after their arrival, though, odd things start hap-
pening—particularly when an unconscious woman, a
dark horse political candidate for governor (horror
icon Barbara Crampton), is found unconscious in the
snow. Of course bad things happen and the requisite
blood starts flowing, but the filmmakers have at least
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order to … wait a minute. Am I describing the plot to
this movie or a previous one? Trick question! It's all of
them! Seriously though, the plot (something about
nuclear terrorists attacking holy cities) is the usual
jumble. But the action is breathtakingly over-the-top.
If you can handle 147 minutes of motorcycle crashes,
HALO jumps, helicopter chases, fist fights and and
rooftop parkour, this is the one for you. 147 minutes.
PG-13. (Century Rio, Century 14 Downtown, AMC Al-
buquerque 12, Flix Brewhouse, Icon Cinemas Albu-
querque, Rio Rancho Premiere Cinema, Cottonwood
Stadium 16, High Ridge)

Ocean's 8
In this "side-quel" to the previous Ocean's trilogy,
Danny Ocean's sister (Sandra Bullock) gets out of jail
and immediately plots an impossibly complex heist to
steal a fortune in diamonds from the Met Gala. Natu-
rally, this involves recruiting a team of (female)
thieves, cons and scam artists to pull off. Kate
Blanchett, Anne Hathaway, Mindy Kaling, Sarah Paul-
son, Helena Bonham Carter, Dakota Fanning and Ri-
hanna are among the star-studded cast. 110
minutes. PG-13. (Cottonwood Stadium 16)

RBG
Much-admired Supreme Court Justice Ruth Bader
Ginsberg gets the biopic treatment with this look into
her life and work. Not just a tribute to the energetic
life of one tough, smart, even-tempered lady, the doc-
umentary also stands as a monument to her legacy
of precedent-setting legal writing. 98 minutes. PG.
(High Ridge)

Sicario: Day of the Soldado
The blistering border action saga Sicario gets an over-
the-top sequel with morally flexible federal agent Matt
Graver (Josh Brolin) re-teaming with mysterious as-
sassin Alejandro (Benicio Del Toro). Seems that terror-
ists, drug dealers, human traffickers and all manner of
foreigners are conspiring to commit all sorts of cross-
border evil. Naturally, it's up to Graver and Alejandro
and their new "no rules" edict to draw a line in the
sand. This grim, hyper-violent action flick dumps a lot
of the dramatic subtlety of the original, making this
the Rambo to the original's First Blood. 122 minutes.
R. (Century Rio, Rio Rancho Premiere Cinema, Cotton-
wood Stadium 16)

Skyscraper
Another week, another preposterous Dwayne "The
Rock" Johnson action flick. Here, the wrestlin' thes-
pian plays a former military man hired as head of se-
curity for the world's tallest building (in Hong Kong).
When the building catches on fire after an attack by
terrorists, our hero goes to great lengths (not to men-
tion extreme heights) to rescue his wife (Neve Camp-
bell) and kids. Yeah, you've seen this kinda thing
before. 102 minutes. PG-13. (Icon Cinemas Albu-
querque, Rio Rancho Premiere Cinema, AMC Albu-
querque 12, Century Rio, Cottonwood Stadium 16)

Sorry to Bother You
In an "alternate," present-day version of Oakland,
Calif., telemarketer Cassius Green (Lakeith Stanfield
from "Atlanta" and Get Out) discovers the magical key
to success is adopting a "white guy" voice (supplied
by David Cross). This leads him to a bizarre corporate
world of money and power—as lorded over by Armie
Hammer's kooky, coke-snorting CEO. This unapologeti-
cally confrontational comedy/fantasy—a debut writ-
ing-direcing effort from rapper Boots Riley—plays like
the cutting social satire of Putney Swope as filtered
through the oddball lens of directors Michel Gondry
(The Eternal Sunshine of the Spotless Mind) and
Spike Jonze (Being John Malkovich). Reviewed in v27
i29. 105 minutes. R. (Century 14 Downtown)

Teen Titans Go! To The Movies
This spin-off of Cartoon Network's long-running
teenage superhero series finds Robin and the gang
angry over the fact that every hero in the DC universe
has their own Hollywood movie. Naturally, they try to
hire a director and make their own cinematic debut,
but are shocked to discover they are not taken seri-
ously as crime fighters. Like the series, it's far more
gag-oriented than plot-oriented. But Nicolas Cage
does get to voice his dream role as Superman. 88
minutes. PG. (Century Rio, Century 14 Downtown,
AMC Albuquerque 12, Flix Brewhouse, Icon Cinemas
Albuquerque, Rio Rancho Premiere Cinema, Cotton-
wood Stadium 16)

Three Identical Strangers
In 1980 three complete strangers crossed paths in
New York City, only to discover they were identical
triplets, separated at birth. The 19-year-olds' joyous
reunion catapulted them to international fame, but
also unlocked an unsettling secret that had been
haunting all three young men their entire lives. In un-
packing its baffling, true-life conspiracy, this fascinat-
ing documentary switches moods from
coincidence-driven sitcom to psychological mystery.
96 minutes. PG-13. (High Ridge)

Uncle Drew
Remember all those "hilarious" Pepsi Max commer-
cials in which Boston Celtics player Kyrie Irving
dressed up in old-age makeup? Well, they're a feature
film now. After a New York hustler (Lil Rel Howery from
Get Out) loses his team and his money to a longtime
rival, he stumbles across an elderly street ball legend
(Irving). Naturally, our hustler drafts him and his sep-
tuagenarian basketball squad (including Shaquille
O'Neal, Chris Webber, Reggie Miller, Nate Robinson
and Lisa Leslie) to compete in a big tournament. This
could be the best advertising-based entertainment
since the GEICO caveman got his own sitcom on ABC
(which is a thing that happened from October to No-
vember of 2007).  103 minutes. PG-13. (Cottonwood
Stadium 16)

Unfriended: Dark Web
The modestly successful 2014 social media horror
film Unfriended gets an unrelated sequel. This one's
about a teen who gets a used laptop on Craigslist—
only to find out that he's being cyberstalked by the
previous owner, who will do anything to get the com-
puter back. Like the original, everything on screen is
viewed through Skype, Facebook Messenger chats
and various dark web sites. Unlike the original, there's
no vengeful ghost—just a bunch of murdery, snuff film
websites. Evidently, there are two different "twist" end-
ings. No telling which one you'll get to see. 88 min-
utes. R. (Century Rio)

Won't You Be My Neighbor?
This lovely and incredibly welcome documentary ex-
plores the life, lessons and legacy of iconic children's
show host Fred Rogers—whose compassion, earnest-
ness and fundamental "goodness" seem to be in des-
perately short supply in today's contentious world. Be
prepared to get hit with a wave of nostalgia and emo-
tion. It's OK to cry, even. Mr. Rogers said so. Morgan
Neville (an Oscar winner for 20 Feet From Stardom)
directs. 94 minutes. PG-13. (High Ridge)

a prequel. Here, we go back in time to see how the
New Founding Fathers tested out Purge Night, a 12-
hour period in which all crime is legal. But the isolated
community chosen to test this brutal political idea ex-
plodes when the violence of the oppressors meets the
rage of the marginalized. 97 minutes. R. (Century Rio,
Century 14 Downtown, Cottonwood Stadium 16)

Hotel Transylvania 3: Summer Vacation
The monsters from Hotel Transylvania are heading out
for some fun in the sun in this animated sequel.
Workaholic hotelier Count Dracula (voiced by Adam
Sandler) finds himself stuck on a sea cruise with his
daughter (Selena Gomez), his human son-in-law
(Andy Samberg) and a host of mummies, werewolves
and Frankenstein monsters. Naturally, old man Drac
falls in love with the ship's lovely Captain Ericka
(Kathryn Hahn). Just as naturally, she turns out to be
a descendent of the famed vampire killing clan, the
Van Helsings. Hijinks ensue. 97 minutes. PG. (Century
14 Downtown, Icon Cinemas Albuquerque, Rio Ran-
cho Premiere Cinema, AMC Albuquerque 12, Cotton-
wood Stadium 16)

Incredibles 2
After 14 years Pixar returns to the Parr family, the clan
of superpowered folks who fought off enforced retire-
ment. Now the family is thrown for a loop when mom
Elastigirl (Holly Hunter) is recruited by a high-profile,
Avengers-style team, leaving dad Mr. Incredible (Craig
T. Nelson) to play Mr. Mom to his superpowered kids—
including wonder baby Jack-Jack. 118 minutes. PG-
13. (Century 14 Downtown, Century Rio, AMC
Albuquerque 12, Icon Cinemas Albuquerque, Rio
Rancho Premiere Cinema, Cottonwood Stadium 16)

Jurassic World: Fallen Kingdom
Seems that troubled Isla Nublar now has an addi-
tional problem (besides all those man-eating di-
nosaurs on the loose). Wouldn't you know it: The
entire island has been sitting on a dormant volcano
this entire time, and it's now exploding. Naturally, a
mix of untrustworthy mercenaries and squabbling sci-
entists (plus dinosaur trainer Chris Pratt and opera-
tions manager Bryce Dallas Howard) head back to
the island to rescue a bunch of the giant lizards be-
fore, you know, lava. What could possibly go wrong?
Oh, I don't know: The exact same crap that's gone
wrong in the last four films? Don't get me wrong. This
trope-filled sequel is extremely exciting. But it lacks
the original's sense of wonder and gets increasingly
dumb—somehow ending up as a haunted house
story, but with dinosaurs instead of ghosts. 128 min-
utes. PG-13. (Century 14 Downtown, Century Rio,
AMC Albuquerque 12, Icon Cinemas Albuquerque, Rio
Rancho Premiere Cinema, Cottonwood Stadium 16)

Leave No Trace
Writer-director Debra Granik, who gave us 2010's
searing Winter's Bone, gets slightly less bleak for this
contemplative backwoods drama about a homeless,
PTSD-afflicted father (Ben Foster) and his 13-year-old
daughter (Thomasin McKenzie) living an idyllic (if ten-
uous) existence squatting in a vast urban park in Port-
land, Ore. When authorities finally close in on them,
their life of freedom is threatened—not just by a return
to the ordinary world, but by the idea that there might
be something more than mere survival out there for
them. Suffused with regional realism, the film is never
less than brutally honest—but it also never strays in its
empathy for these noble but flawed characters. 108
minutes. PG. (High Ridge)

Mama Mia! Here We Go Again
In the 2008 original we got a lot of very bad karaoke
versions of ABBA songs and a story about how Meryl
Streep slept with so many dudes she couldn't remem-
ber who the father of her about-to-be-married daugh-
ter (Amanda Seyfried) was. In this sequel, the former
bride is pregnant, grandma (Cher) shows up, and we
get flashbacks to that magical summer 30 years ago
when young Meryl Streep (Lily James) banged young
Pierce Brosnan (Jeremy Irvine), young Stellan Skars-
gard (Josh Dylan) and young Colin Firth (Hugh Skin-
ner). Also, more ABBA songs. 108 minutes. PG-13.
(Century 14 Downtown, Century Rio, AMC Albu-
querque 12, Flix Brewhouse, Rio Rancho Premiere
Cinema, Cottonwood Stadium 16, High Ridge)

Mission: Impossible—Fallout
Over the course of five previous movies (or is it four?—
I bet you can't remember) Mission: Impossible has
crafted a legacy of incredible stunts and forgettable
storylines. Here we are at the sixth (yes, sixth) film in
the series. Seems that Ethan Hunt (Tom Cruise) and
the IMF team are on a secret mission that goes horri-
bly wrong. They're betrayed and have to go rogue in
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There was some disagreement

about whether you guys went

to the Frontier Restaurant. It

was one of those early days of

punk shows in Albuquerque.

Oh, I see. Okay, I kinda remember
that now. I hope it didn’t go bad.

As I recall it was a pretty wild

show. The Butthole Surfers

had played the school

sometime before you guys did,

and the University police

stopped that show due to

nudity. They let your show go

on because no one was going

to get naked. The kids loved it.

That sounds pretty amazing. First
the Butthole Surfers. Then The
Flaming Lips. Amazing for that
time. I mean we’re not very much
like that now, it was a long time
ago, but that is so cool. Are you
saying you were there?

I was there.

Really. You must be an older dude, like me.

Early fifties here, Wayne. And of course

that’s one of the reasons I think your music

is so important, it’s generational probably.

Which leads me to my next question. Did

you see yourselves evolving into a

perennially popular rocanrol band with

youths and grandpas alike?

[Laughs] Well we would have played in
Albuquerque in 1987; we had only been
together for maybe five years by then. That was
already longer than we thought we’d go. We
thought it was gig we were going to do for six
months. We thought it would be ridiculous and
it would be done and we’d go back to reality,
take our jobs at restaurants or wherever and say
that was fun. I think that we’ve been
extremely, extremely lucky. We went to record
our first record, and we did it all ourselves. We
liked it and when we sent it out to the world—
and back then it was just me, I would send the
record to college radio stations and to
magazines like Maximum Rock and Roll.
Surprisingly, after a couple of months, people
really dug it. And that really encouraged us.
We thought it was wholly our responsibility [to
make music]. You’re still going to be here 35
years from now and people are still going to be
listening to your music and we thought, “Oh
no, what are we going to do?” I think it helped
a lot to think of it as a temporary thing,
though. It never occurred to me at the time
that I’m going to be doing this when I’m almost
60 years old. That’s too big a reality. I think we
thought we were going to be here for a little
bit, so let’s have fun. That serves an artist well.
If you put too much seriousness into it, too
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The Flaming Lips and August
OKC Art punks on the way to Taos for the Vortex

BY AUGUST MARCH

A
ugust March sat in front of his mac for at

least 20 minutes wondering what in the

hell he was going to ask Wayne Coyne.

The Lips were scheduled to play the Vortex

Festival in Taos on Friday, Aug. 3, and

March wanted to hear all about it. His

interview plans regarding Coyne’s famous band,

The Flaming Lips, had been going off and on

like a strained trans-Pacific trunk call for the

past few days. Every time March thought the

deal was in the bag, something would happen.
First the storied American pop psych punk

rockers were on tour in Europe; the record
company said the band just didn’t have time to
talk to a local reporter. Then someone from the
band’s management company emailed,
wondering if the newspaper August wrote for,
Weekly Alibi, would still be interested in an
exclusive interview. March went home and
listened to The Soft Bulletin again, and then
Zaireeka. And then he wondered about Ronald
Jones and Kliph Scurlock. And time passed.

The day the paper went to press, March
spent the morning talking to some homeless
humans who lived in Albuquerque. An
emailed interview he was waiting on came in
on time. But no one from The Flaming Lips’
organization contacted; it was a day that mixed
expectation with completion; at least the heat
had dissipated a bit, thought August March as
he waited.

At 3:30 a bell rang. It was Wayne Coyne on
the other side of the phone. He was quiet,
gentlemanly and certain that he wanted to talk
about his band. He wondered if March wanted
to hear what he had to say. August told him
hell yeah and they began. Here is a partial
transcript of that encounter.

Weekly Alibi: Hey!

Wayne Coyne: Hello, August. Sorry this took
so long, Derek and I agreed to it and then I
didn’t get back with him in time. But now,
we’re together!

I can’t even believe I’m finally talking to

you. I wanted to talk to you because you all

are playing up in Taos, coming up very

soon, like this weekend. If I recall, it’s been

a long time since you’ve played in New

Mexico, que no? Didn’t The Flaming Lips

play at UNM back in 1987 or 1988?

Wayne Coyne: [Laughs heartily] You mean in
Albuquerque?

Yeah, I think it was in the SUB Ballroom.

I slightly remember that gig, but not so much. I
can’t recall. Did it go well, or did it go badly?

I don’t think it went badly. Some friends of

mine were discussing it on social media.

much meaning, you’re bound to become
stressed out about it.

Do you ever get the sense that as far as

rocanrol music goes, your outfit is still at

the forefront, digging away at the avant-

garde with noisy aplomb?

Right around the mid ’90s, wee were making
Zaireeka. And The Soft Bulletin came out in
1999. There was some thinking then that we
wouldn’t be a live band. We foolishly thought
that we could make records and just relax. We
weren’t trying to be the next Nirvana. By the
late ’90s we weren’t thinking about being a
touring band at all. So when we were playing
we were doing ridiculous things, things we
liked. We weren’t trying to compete, to say,
“Hey, we are a big rock band!” I think the silly
things that we did, the balloons, the confetti,
the things that are our trademarks now, we did
because it didn’t really matter to us, the fame,
the money. But those shows made us unique
and original. There is no way we could know
that stuff would work. As we played shows the
way we wanted to play them, they became
better, more original. More fantastic. That
whimsical thing we do, people really love that.
All bands, all artists eventually find their own
voice.

How did the addition of Steven Drozd in

1991 change the band’s voice? He started

out as a heavy duty, Bonzo-like drummer,

amirite?

Yeah, I mean, yeah! I knew that he was
musical, that he could play piano and guitar.
There was no way that we could know that our
personalities and the way we do things
artistically would mesh so well. It’s just insane

that of all the people in the world, I would run
into Steven. Somehow there’s something in it
that works. We talk about it all the time. His
music is very emotional and I love emotional
music.

And Michael Ivins, how’s he doing,

maintaining the deep bass groove of the

band?

That’s his job and he loves it. We know him as
quite normal and sweet. But if you don’t know
him well, he can seem intimidating because
he’s so stoic and quiet. There’s a lot of
happiness going on, with the band and with
our audiences.

What about the future, the future of The

Flaming Lips, the future of America, the

future of the Earth?

I think it’s very easy to get caught up in the
stuff that’s happening, Trump’s unpredictability,
but I don’t really think the world is his
problem. We control more of our lives than we
realize. I think the world is so much more
connected now. It’s hard to go anywhere and
feel like a stranger in a strange land. Because of
the internet, people can get turned on to all
sorts of new, cool things. Not just music, but all
types of ideas. Gay rights are the norm, people
can smoke marijuana, we care about animals
and help them.

That’s very different than 1987!

I say all of that is good news. Earth can be such
a brutal, brutal place. But it’s also a beautiful
place and the beauty is something we have to
create. Your little bit can make this moment
better. We can’t change the way the world is
but we can make our moments in it more
beautiful, more happy, more cool. a

Wayne Coyne and Steven Drozd of The Flaming Lips GEORGE SALISBURY
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Globo de Sonidos
Mariposa Music Presents World Beat Spectacular

BY AUGUST MARCH

I
hereby theorize that just about everyone

reading this column listens to rocanrol music.

In fact, there was a time when the indie

version of that genre is about all that got

covered in this section. Sometimes, if your

friends had a noise band, that might also be

worth a few hundred words to those formerly

appearing here.
But playing consistently, even deliciously, in

4/4 time or making eldritch noises with the
musical instrument of your choice ain’t all there
is on this big blue marble.

And in fact, the idea that Western popular
music should recognize, be accountable to and
ultimately have the sublime influence of what is
going on in the rest of the world is an idea that
many rockers discovered when they had gone
sour on the rocanrol music.

Sometimes, better yet, this evolution
happened when some sought to expand their
horizons, turning audiences on to a
harmonically and rhythmically satisfying truth
that many were subconsciously craving after
overhearing stuff like reggae and jazz as they
tripped from Downtown venue to house show
and back again, and so on, ad infinitum.

And so Ginger Baker went off to Africa to
study with Fela Kuti. And so Peter Gabriel re-
invented himself in the ’80s and helped
encourage a new bifurcation in the big tree that
grows and sings for our culture. Locally, back in
the ’70s, guitarists like Manny Rettinger formed
outfits like Martian Funk Ensemble and later
Animal Opera to address the phenomena of
world music—and then the Broadway Elks
became Wagogo—a form of popular jamming
that incorporates rock instrumentation and
compositional techniques, African, Latin and
Caribbean poly-rhythms and a deep sense of
grooviness meant to connect humans through
the experience of mutual hearing and
subsequent dancing. Here in 2018 the form is
on the rise in Burque again, thanks to dedicated
musicians and club-filling audiences looking for
the next big wave to hit.

If you still aren’t clear on the concept, ask
the folks at Mariposa Music. We did. The cool
collective is gearing up for World Beat

Spectacular 3.0, happening Friday, Aug. 3 at
Sister (407 Central Ave. NW). Weekly Alibi
met with the alluring and entertaining core
membership of the soulful sonic enclave
(Mariposa directors Christi Sanchez and Alex
Paramo, Chris Brennan of Revíva and Kyle
Molina and Kira Gone of Da Terra Meiga, to
talk about—what else—la música, la cultura and
the sea change coming to popular tuneage,
courtesy of the rest of the world.

Weekly Alibi: Alex, tell me all about the

project you’ve got going here.

Alex Paramo: This will be our third version of
the event. We’ve moved it around to different

locations. We’ve done one at Dialogue Brewing,
one at the Launchpad, and now we are
planning to put the show on at Sister. The
whole intention behind this is to bring different
forms of world music together at one venue.
Our headliner, Maruja, is like Latin punk.
They’re from San Diego, where the scene is
really burning up with genre-bending bands.

They’re totally desmadre, que no?

Yeah, but in a good way, combining elements of
ska, reggae, dub, cumbia with a punk political
philosophy. It’s going to be a trip.

It turns out that those kind of sounds are

what draws the big audiences in Burque.

Chris Brennan: Yeah, some people don’t know
there’s a big scene for salsa or a scene for reggae.
They’re really huge. For reggae, Revíva
embraces a lot of variations; Da Terra Meiga is
Celtic fusion with folk influences.

I noticed that Revíva really works diverse

musical influences, from cumbia to

ranchera. How do those disparate

elements come together?

It’s a blend of music. For us, we don’t view the
band as being a reggae band or a rock band.
Reggae purists may say we aren’t reggae enough.
Rock purists may say we don’t rock hard
enough. But when we think of the band as
something new, the sum of the parts, then that
becomes world beat music. That’s what it’s
about, mixing together different parts into
something new; the listeners can be surprised by
that newness. It’s really cool to play without
borders. That concept [of borderlessness] has
had a huge impact on Revíva.

As the music scene in general evolves in

Albuquerque, how do you envision the

place of world music in El Duque?

Kyle Molina: I think it’s always been a force in
this town. Sometimes it’s been hidden, but Alex
is working toward bringing all of that together.
Revíva has been a Burque institution for some
time, but this festival is about expanding our
sphere of influence.

Kyle, I’ve been fascinated by Da Terra

Meiga for some time and people have been

pointing to your work, telling me to listen

carefully. Could you please fill Alibi readers

in on the deets?

Honestly, I’d say I was lucky to meet Ruben
Ares, he’s the lead singer and songwriter. Da
Terra Meiga is Ruben, we help make it come
alive. We each bring our parts to the ensemble,
but he composes the songs. I met Ruben
through a mutual friend. I was born and raised
here in Burque and this is my first serious
musical project.

What’s important to you as an aspiring

young musician in Albuquerque? How will

you help grow and evolve the scene?

Right now—how do I say this—the scene is
really about combining strengths. Years ago,
shows used to be more singular. If you went to a
ska show, that’s what it was, a ska show. Lately
there’s been a lot more inclusiveness, especially
at house shows. I want to be part of that.

If someone came up to you and asked what

Da Terra Meiga was, what it really meant,

how would you answer?

It’s love. It’s an act of pure love to play that
music. I really like the feelings I get from
playing those songs. It’s a very beautiful
creation.

Alex Paramo: I think the great thing about
Da Terra Meiga is their instrumentation. They
have a digeridoo player. Laura Cruz, who is
Afro-Cuban, brings her sense of rhythm to
things. There is also a Celtic folk element and
of course, Kyle brings a steady, creative beat to
the whole sound. Christi who books our bands,
is always on the lookout for such interesting
sonic combinations.

Christi, what does Mariposa Music mean to

you?

Christi Sanchez: I grew up with the music scene
here in Albuquerque. My brothers were in a
band called Stoic Frame. I’ve always been a
chronic observer, soaking up the sounds as they
come and go. I’ve paid a lot of attention to
what people are listening to, measuring their
responses to various genres. Finally, I
approached Alex with ideas about what was
really working in this town, music-wise and
what was not. World music is exciting to
audiences. People want something different, the
thrill of the new. World music has recognizable
elements, but it’s a departure from the ordinary,
too.

World music is more complex than straight

forward rocanrol. Why do audiences want

to listen to such music?

It’s groovy music; you can get down to it. People
are pleasantly surprised when they hear what
Mariposa Music has to offer.

Alex Paramo: There is not really an
alt.Latin scene here in Albuquerque yet, like in
Southern California. Those sounds are really
driving pop culture on the West Coast. Bands
like Marujo, Revíva and Da Terra Meiga,
together at one festival, is part of an attempt to
get that going here.

Christi Sanchez: We want to make that
sound available to audiences here. It’s the
combination of sounds and influences that
makes world beat so alluring.

Alex Paramo: Da Terra Meiga also features a
dancer, which adds to the complexity.

Kira as the dancer for Da Terra Meiga, how

do you view your contribution to this multi-

faceted art form?

Kira Gone: It’s really transformative,
transcendent. I hadn’t really danced before this.
I was working in the field of martial arts, but
the music these guys makes really evokes dance,
it really leads listeners to a trance-like, ecstatic
experience. Dancing makes the whole
experience into something ritualistic.

That sounds totally chill. What other

reasons are there for coming out to your

show on Friday?

Alex Paramo: Everyone who comes should be
ready to dance. There’s going to be a lot of
dancing going on. Maruja, being from San
Diego, represents a style that may be totally
new to Burqueños. That’s really exciting; that
mix is so fresh, you just gotta groove to it. a

World Beat Spectacular: 3.0
Featuring Maruja, Revíva and Da Terra Meiga

Friday, Aug. 3

Sister • 407 Central Ave. NW

9pm • $10 • 21+

The Mariposa Music Collective, (L-R): Kira Gone, Kyle Molina,
Chris Brennan, Christi Sanchez and Alex Paramo

ERIC WILLIAMS PHOTOGRAPHY
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THURSDAY AUG 2
BLUE GRASSHOPPER BREW PUB, Rio Rancho Rob Roman •
variety • 4:30pm • The Chris Ravin Band • classic rock • 7pm • FREE •
ALL-AGES!

BLUE GRASSHOPPER BREW PUB TAPROOM Austin Van Country •
country • 6:30pm • FREE • ALL-AGES!

CANTEEN BREWHOUSE Julian Dossett Trio • blues, roots, rock,
soul, jazz, swing, Western • 6pm • FREE

DRAFTY KILT BREWING COMPANY Jam Session Hosted by The
Rudy Boy Experiment • 7pm • FREE • ALL-AGES!

LAUNCHPAD Alterbeast • Reaping Asmodeia • Vale of Miscreation •
Deforme • metal • Fields of Elysium • death metal • Aaralyn • 7:30pm •
$10 • ALL-AGES!

LIZARD TAIL BREWING Kamikaze Karaoke • 7pm

MYKONOS CAFÉ & TAVERNA Hector Pimentel • classical, flamenco •
5:30pm • FREE • ALL-AGES!

RED DOOR BREWING COMPANY Halfway Decent Karaoke • 7pm •
FREE • 21+

RIO BRAVO BREWING COMPANY First Thursdays Presents• Nathan
Fox • indie, singer-songwriter, blues • 6pm • Nathan Fox Presents
Open Mic Night • ALL-AGES! • Red Light Cameras • indie rock •
7pm • FREE

SISTER La Cerca • The Timewreckers • cosmic country • Luke Carr
& Caitlin Brothers • rock • 8:30pm • $5

SUNSHINE THEATER Geoff Tate's 30th Anniversary Of Operation:
Mindcrime • 'Til Death Do Us Part • variety • 8pm

FRIDAY AUG 3
BLUE GRASSHOPPER BREW PUB, Rio Rancho Brittany Lee
Moffitt • variety • 4:30pm • Scarred Jeffries • variety • 7:30pm • FREE •
ALL-AGES!

BLUE GRASSHOPPER BREW PUB TAPROOM Oscar Butler •
contemporary, folk • 5:30pm • Status Bro • variety • 8:30pm • FREE •
ALL-AGES!

CASA DE BENAVIDEZ Hector Pimental Trio • classical, flamenco •
5:30pm • FREE • ALL-AGES!

THE COUNTY LINE BBQ Swingrass • country, blues • 6pm • FREE •
ALL-AGES!

HOTEL ANDALUZ Tracey Whitney • classic jazz, soul • 9pm • FREE •
21+

LAUNCHPAD Crushed!? • rock • Shrewd • house • 9pm • 21+

MOONLIGHT LOUNGE Worshipper • Old Man Wizard • Dysphotic •
death metal • Lilith • shoegaze, sludge • 8pm • 21+

M'TUCCI'S MODERNO ITALIAN RESTAURANT DJ M. Martinez •
R&B, hip-hop • 9pm • FREE • 21+

RIO BRAVO BREWING COMPANY Chris Dracup • acoustic, blues,
funk, soul • 4pm • ALL-AGES! • The DCN Project • funk, soul, R&B •
8pm • FREE • Headliners Comedy Presents • 9:35pm • $5 • 21+

SCALO NORTHERN ITALIAN GRILL Todd Tijerina Trio • blues, dance,
roots, rock • 7pm • FREE • ALL-AGES!

SISTER World Beat Spectacular 3.0 • Revíva • reggae, rock • Da
Terra Meiga • Celtic folk, flamenco • Marujahmusica • Latin, alter-
native • 9pm • $10 • 21+

STONE FACE TAVERN Auto Electric Fun Rock • rock • 8:30pm •
FREE • 21+

TRACTOR BREWING CO. Danny Harps Band • Americana, folk,
country, bluegrass • 5pm • FREE • 21+

TRACTOR BREWING WELLS PARK First Fridays Comedy Contest •
8pm • FREE • 21+

URBAN 360 PIZZA GRILL AND TAP HOUSE Chris Krill • rock, blues •
7:30pm • FREE • 18+

SATURDAY AUG 4
B2B2 BARRIO Shimon King and The B2 Free Agents • jazz •
6:30pm • ALL-AGES!

BLUE GRASSHOPPER BREW PUB TAPROOM The Blunts • rock •
5:30pm • Jessica's Reign • variety • 8:30pm • FREE • ALL-AGES!

CASA DE BENAVIDEZ Hector Pimental Trio • classical, flamenco •
5:30pm • FREE • ALL-AGES!

THE COOPERAGE DJ Salsa • salsa • 9:30pm • $5 • 21+

CALENDAR | MUSIC

MUSIC

CALENDAR

ISLETA AMPHITHEATER G-Eazy • hip-hop • LIL UZI VERT • hip-hop •
Ty Dolla $ign • rap • 6:30pm

LAUNCHPAD Dirty Deeds Burlesque Presents: Rock ’n’ Roll
Peepshow • Ruby Champagne • Taryn Garters • Cookie Fortune •
Manhigh • rock • 8:30pm • 21+

LEGENDS THEATER @ ROUTE 66 CASINO The Commodores • old
school funk, motown, soul • 8pm

LEO’S NIGHTCLUB Brenton Wood • R&B, soul • 6pm

NEXUS SILVER TAPROOM Chase Walker Band • blues, rock, roots,
Americana • 1pm • FREE

PIATANZI Gustavo Pimentel • variety • 6pm • FREE

THE RANGE CAFÉ, Bernalillo Todd Tijerina and Justin Bransford •
funky blues • 7pm • FREE • ALL-AGES!

RIO BRAVO BREWING COMPANY The Joseph General Band •
reggae, world beat, hip-hop • 8pm • FREE

SISTER Flashback ’80s Music Video Dance Party • dance, new
wave • 8pm • $10 • 21+

TRACTOR BREWING FOUR HILLS Casey Mraz • rock, soul, pop,
Latin • 6pm • FREE • 21+

TRACTOR BREWING WELLS PARK InnaState • rock, reggae • 8pm •
FREE • 21+

TRACTOR BREWING WESTSIDE RJ Perez • funk, blues • 5pm • FREE •
21+

SUNDAY AUG 5
CANTEEN BREWHOUSE Dave Payne and Salt Cedar • blues, rock,
folk, Americana • 4pm • FREE

EFFINGBAR & GRILL Soocee and Turner • acoustic variety • 5pm •
FREE • 21+

FRESH BISTRO Spankey Lee • folk, jazz, pop, blues, mellow rock •
10am • FREE • ALL-AGES!

LAUNCHPAD Bad Omens • metalcore • Fighting Monsters • Dakota
Avenue • Wolfpack Weekend • 7pm

RIO BRAVO BREWING COMPANY Simple Truth Duet • jazz • 1pm •
FREE • ALL-AGES!

MONDAY AUG 6
BLUE GRASSHOPPER BREW PUB TAPROOM Tylor Brandon •
acoustic, country • 6pm • FREE • ALL-AGES!

LAUNCHPAD Year of the Cobra • doom • Red Mesa • rock • The
Horned God • stoner rock • 8pm • $5 • 21+

NEXUS SILVER TAPROOM Karaoke Night • 6pm • FREE

TUESDAY AUG 7
BLUE GRASSHOPPER BREW PUB TAPROOM Open Mic with Rob
Roman • 6pm • FREE • ALL-AGES!

MOONLIGHT LOUNGE Acceptable Losses • rock, folk, indie •
Searching for Nostalgia • Loosen the Straps • Stumped • 9pm • $5

O'NIELL'S PUB, Nob Hill Homie Hangout Comedy Open Mic •
9pm • FREE • ALL-AGES!

O'NIELL'S PUB, Northeast Heights Open Mic Comedy Hosted
by AJ and Greg • 9pm • FREE • 21+

STEEL BENDER BREWYARD Royal Hills • oldies • 6pm

TRACTOR BREWING WELLS PARK Kamikaze Karaoke • 8pm •
FREE • 21+

WEDNESDAY AUG 8
BLUE AGAVE REPUBLIC Brain Gang Trivia • 7pm • FREE • 15+

BLUE GRASSHOPPER BREW PUB TAPROOM Chris Ravin • rock
’n’ roll • 7pm • FREE • ALL-AGES!

LAUNCHPAD Ras Kass • Jamo Gang • Bandit Lordz • Vitality • Down
South Thugstaz • Animaliztik • hip-hop • Tru-thought • Mexico Jones •
9pm • $10 • 21+

LIZARD TAIL BREWING Mello Mood Open Mic • 7pm

RED DOOR BREWING DOWNTOWN TAPROOM Paint It Black
Comedy Open Mic • 7pm • FREE • 21+

RIO BRAVO BREWING COMPANY Karaoke Night • 8pm • FREE •
ALL-AGES!

SISTER Weedrat • post-punk • Lilith • shoegaze, sludge • Badgateway •
8pm • $5 • 21+

WINNING COFFEE CO. Above Average Open Mic • 7pm • FREE •
15+

Compiled by Ashli Mayo. Submit your events at alibi.com/events.

(505) 369-1772
1715 5th. NW ABQ, NM 87102

factoryon5.com 
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Dust City 
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Friday 
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The
Shadowmen�

Happy hour Beer and Burger 
Specials all week
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BAKED GOODS | CANNABIS REVIEW BY JOSHUA LEE

Current Interrupted
A mood change from Natural Rx

I
'd been living here for three years before I
realized Rio Rancho was a separate town.
It just seemed like the Westside kept going.

Some notes about the town: They have a Big
Lots and an A&W joint. There's also an
Intel plant that straddles a few blocks. I
think they grow spare parts for cyborgs in
there, but I'm not sure.

I did end up exploring some, but
after a few blocks of the same old retail
horizon, I just picked up some
cheese curds and root beer and
called it a day. Come to think of it,
I've only ever ventured into town
for dispensary trips or cheese curds.
It's probably for the best.

There is a certain quietness
about the place, though. I
parked outside Natural Rx and
ate little fried pieces of curdled
milk while listening to the radio
and watching birds fly between
the trees. Everything seemed to
move slowly with a studied laziness.
When the disgusting food was gone, I sat and
stared at the building without thinking for
minutes.

With glacial determinism I reached for
the door handle. My hand rested there and I
watched it curl noncommittally. I was loathe
to shatter the simple illusion of peace around
me. But they tell me a reporter's work is ever
ongoing, so I took a breath and pushed out
into the sun. Through the shimmering heat
waves, the racket of afternoon traffic swam
over me. With downcast eyes, I scuttled
across the parking lot and opened Natural
Rx's door.

A calm, coolly lit room welcomed me in,
and I exhaled. I'd been holding my breath
without realizing it. The dispensary was fairly
small but uncrowded. Two patients sat in the
showroom waiting for their orders to come
up. I was ushered directly to the cash register
after checking in and met my budtender,
who was smiling sincerely. 

The same calm I'd experienced in the car
was pervasive in the store's atmosphere.
Everyone—patients and employees alike—
was calm and relaxed. No one indulged in
nervous chatter, and a soft silence blanketed
the room.

I parted my lips and my voice blasted out
like an air horn. “Hi, how are you?” I
shouted. I jerked back a little and blinked. I
cleared my throat and tried again, this time
whispering, “I was wondering about the
lineage of Wookies?” Turns out the indica-
dominant hybrid (THC: 21.5%, CBD:
0.07%—$11/gram) was a cross between Girl

Scout Cookies (my all-around favorite strain)
and White 91. 

I also asked after PH-C (THC: 19.69%—
$8/gram), but she was unsure about it, and
neither of us could find it on a Google
search. She seemed genuinely excited about
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the strain, though, and pulled out a little
sniffer case for me to test out. It had a very
unique smell, like rich chocolate mixed with
black pepper. Hell, I thought, I'm game for a
mystery.

I was dreading a return to the heat and
boredom and noise, so I stalled with some
small talk about the traffic. But my order was

put together too quickly and I didn't have
any other excuse to hang around.

On the drive home, I tried to
pretend the cars were blood cells
moving along through a massive
circulatory system. The roar of traffic

was the pulse of a mighty giant,
stretched out and napping on
Coors. It helped to avoid eye

contact with my fellow drivers.
When I got to the

apartment, I halfheartedly
complained about the drive to

my wife and crumpled into the
couch. I pressed my face into the
corner and began letting out

small, muffled yelps. I kicked the
cushions in mock frustration. “I hate the
summer!” I shouted. My wife ignored me.

I sat up and dramatically brushed my hair
down. The dog was the only one in the
room, and she failed to look at the spectacle.
I packed a bowl of the strange smelling PH-

C and let out a rattling sigh. She continued
to stare out the window.

The peppery and caustic taste tickled my
throat and I was coughing like an amateur
immediately. My eyes became very relaxed
and droopy after the first hit, and all traces of
tension in my face and neck disappeared. As
I wore through the bowl, my body relaxed
more and more, but I wasn't experiencing
any sleepiness or couch-lock. The most
impressive thing about it was probably how
long it took to finish. I kept going to dump
the ashes out of my pipe and finding
untouched buds. I ended up smoking the one
bowl for 45 minutes.

Later in the evening, I broke up some of
the Wookies and gave it a nice whiff. It
smelled sharp and fragrant with notes of
lemon. It was much milder than the previous
strain and despite being listed as an indica-
dominant, it made me feel cheery and chatty
(which I associate with sativa strains). I felt
very relaxed by the end of the bowl, and my
mood was so good I forgot to continue my
faux rage against the sun.

Not that the bastard would've heard me.
He was on his way down anyway.  a

Natural Rx

2220 Grande Blvd. SE, Ste. C, Rio Rancho

300-5176

Hours: Mon-Fri 9am-6pm, Sat-Sun 10am-4pm

First-time Freebies: Yes
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FREE WILL ASTROLOGY | HOROSCOPES BY ROB BREZSNY

ARIES (March 21-April 19): I predict that August
will be a Golden Age for you. That's mostly very good.
Golden opportunities will arise, and you'll come into
possession of lead that can be transmuted into gold.
But it's also important to be prudent about your
dealings with gold. Consider the fable of the golden
goose. The bird's owner grew impatient because it laid
only one gold egg per day; he foolishly slaughtered his
prize animal to get all the gold immediately. That didn't
work out well. Or consider the fact that to the ancient
Aztecs, the word teocuitlatl referred to gold, even
though its literal translation was "excrement of the
gods." Moral of the story: If handled with care and
integrity, gold can be a blessing. 

TAURUS (April 20-May 20): Taurus socialite
Stephen Tennant (1906-1987) was such an interesting
luminary that three major novelists created fictional
characters modeled after him. As a boy, when he was
asked what he'd like to be when he grew up, he replied,
"I want to be a great beauty." I'd love to hear those
words spill out of your mouth, Taurus. What? You say
you're already all grown up? I doubt it. In my opinion,
you've still got a lot of stretching and expansion and
transformation to accomplish during the coming
decades. So yes: I hope you can find it in your wild
heart to proclaim, "When I grow up, I want to be a great
beauty." (P.S. Your ability to become increasingly
beautiful will be at a peak during the next 14 months.)

GEMINI (May 21-June 20): "Manage with bread and
butter until God sends the honey," advises a Moroccan
proverb. Let's analyze how this advice might apply to
you. First thing I want to know is, have you been
managing well with bread and butter? Have you
refrained from whining about your simple provisions,
resting content and grateful? If you haven't, I doubt
that any honey will arrive, ether from God or any other
source. But if you have been celebrating your modest
gifts, feeling free of greed and displeasure, then I
expect at least some honey will show up soon.

CANCER (June 21-July 22): Don't worry your
beautiful head about praying to the gods of luck and
fate. I'll take care of that for you. Your job is to
propitiate the gods of fluid discipline and hard but smart
work. To win the favor of these divine helpers, act on
the assumption that you now have the power and the
right to ask for more of their assistance than you have
before. Proceed with the understanding that they are
willing to provide you with the stamina, persistence and
attention to detail you will need to accomplish your
next breakthrough.

LEO (July 23-Aug. 22): "Sometimes, I feel the past
and the future pressing so hard on either side that
there's no room for the present at all." A character
named Julia says that in Evelyn Waugh's novel
Brideshead Revisited. I bring it to your attention as an
inspiring irritant, as a prod to get you motivated. I hope
it will mobilize you to rise up and refuse to allow your
past and your future to press so hard on either side that
there's no room for the present. It's a favorable time for
you to fully claim the glory of being right here, right
now.

VIRGO (Aug. 23-Sept. 22): I'm not an ascetic who
believes all our valuable lessons emerge from suffering.
Nor am I a pop-nihilist who sneers at pretty flowers,
smiling children and sunny days. On the contrary: I'm
devoted to the hypothesis that life is usually at least 51
percent wonderful. But I dance the rain dance when
there's an emotional drought in my personal life, and I
dance the pain dance when it's time to deal with
difficulties I've ignored. How about you, Virgo? I
suspect that now is one of those times when you need
to have compassionate heart-to-heart conversations
with your fears, struggles and aches.

LIBRA (Sept. 23-Oct. 22): Do you absolutely need
orchids, sweet elixirs, dark chocolate, alluring new
music, dances on soft grass, sensual massages, nine
hours of sleep per night and a steady stream of soulful
conversations? No. Not really. In the coming days, life
will be a good ride for you even if you fail to procure
those indulgences. But here are further questions and

answers: Do you deserve the orchids, elixirs and the
rest? My answer is yes, definitely. And would the arrival
of these delights spur you to come up with imaginative
solutions to your top two riddles? I'm pretty sure it
would. So I conclude this horoscope by recommending
that you do indeed arrange to revel in your equivalent
of the delights I named.

SCORPIO (Oct. 23-Nov. 21): "Don't try to steer the
river," writes Deepak Chopra. Most of the time, I agree
with that idea. It's arrogant to think that we have the
power to control the forces of nature or the flow of
destiny or the song of creation. Our goal should be to
get an intuitive read on the crazy-making miracle of life,
and adapt ourselves ingeniously to its ever-shifting
patterns and rhythms. But wait! Set aside everything I
just said. An exception to the usual rule has arrived.
Sometimes, when your personal power is extra flexible
and robust—like now, for you—you may indeed be able
to steer the river a bit.

SAGITTARIUS (Nov. 22-Dec. 21): "Dear Astrologer:
Recently I've been weirdly obsessed with wondering
how to increase my levels of generosity and
compassion. Not just because I know it's the right thing
to do, but also because I know it will make me healthy
and honest and unflappable. Do you have any sage
advice? -Ambitious Sagittarius." Dear Ambitious: I've
noticed that many Sagittarians are feeling an
unprecedented curiosity about how to enhance their
lives by boosting the benevolence they express. Here's
a tip from astrologer Chani Nicholas: "Source your
sense of self from your integrity in every interaction."
Here's another tip from Anais Nin: "The worse the state
of the world grows, the more intensely I try for inner
perfection and power. I fight for a small world of
humanity and tenderness."

CAPRICORN (Dec. 22-Jan. 19): Time does not
necessarily heal all wounds. If you wait around
passively, hoping that the mere passage of months will
magically fix your twists and smooth out your tweaks,
you're shirking your responsibility. The truth is, you
need to be fully engaged in the process. You've got to
feel deeply and think hard about how to diminish your
pain, and then take practical action when your wisdom
shows you what will actually work. Now is an excellent
time to upgrade your commitment to this sacred quest.

AQUARIUS (Jan. 20-Feb. 18): The questions
you've been asking aren't bad or wrong. But they're not
exactly relevant or helpful, either. That's why the
answers you've been receiving aren't of maximum use.
Try these questions instead. 1) What experience or
information would you need to heal your divided sense
of loyalty? 2) How can you attract an influence that
would motivate you to make changes you can't quite
accomplish under your own power? 3) Can you ignore
or even dismiss the 95 percent of your fear that's
imaginary so you'll be able to focus on the 5 percent
that's truly worth meditating on? 4) If I assured you
that you have the intelligence to beautify an ugly part
of your world, how would you begin?

PISCES (Feb. 19-March 20): A scuffle you've been
waging turns out to be the wrong scuffle. It has
distracted you from giving your full attention to a more
winnable and worthwhile tussle. My advice? Don't
waste energy feeling remorse about the energy you've
wasted. In fact, be grateful for the training you've
received. The skills you've been honing while wrestling
with the misleading complication will serve you well
when you switch your focus to the more important
issue. So are you ready to shift gears? Start mobilizing
your crusade to engage with the more winnable and
worthwhile tussle. a

HOMEWORK: WHAT WAS YOUR LAST MAJOR

AMAZEMENT? WHAT DO YOU PREDICT WILL BE THE

NEXT ONE? TESTIFY AT FREEWILLASTROLOGY.COM. 

Go to realastrology.com to check out Rob Brezsny’s expanded
weekly audio horoscopes and daily text message horoscopes. The
audio horoscopes are also available by phone at (877) 873-4888 or
(900) 950-7700.
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I am a Woman. I saw a Man.

Where: Natural Grocers on 6/27/2018.

TROMBINOS

You sat with your family at a table across from mine from

about 8:30 to 10. Seems like we were constantly

exchanging glances and I saw you look back as you left.

Interested?

I am a Man. I saw a Woman.

Where: Trombinos bar on 7/9/2018.

NATURAL GROCERS BY DAIRY IN BACK

Mid-afternoon, slender man in tan shirt and slacks, going

white like me, in denim outfit with garden tan. You got

sauerkraut, looked back at me with gentle smile. Wanted

to say "hi" but vision issue in way of easy exchanges that

day. Looking for in-depth conversation in this world gone

tweeting. Getting into farm truck when you left in station

wagon. Would so enjoy finding out what's behind your

lovely smile.

Legal Services

CHAPTER 7 BANKRUPTCY
$200 Payment Plans Available
STOP garnishments NOW 505-
688-0070

START BANKRUPTCY FOR $0.
Lawyer Advertisement. Start
Bankruptcy For $0 Down |
100% Free Consultation – Hurry
| McCookLawFirm.com | (505)
600-2550

Handyman Services

SWAMP COOLER EXPERT
Repair or Replace Properly By
Norm (505) 270-3229
Bonded/SelfInsured/Conscienti
ous

Buy/Sell/Trade

LOST PAINTINGS - REWARD 2
winter landscape paintings
signed 'CRC' by grandmother
Consuelo. Accidentally
donated & sold at SAVERS
early 2018. Great sentimental
value. Please call, message
(505) 292-9112

w
BUYING DIABETIC TEST
STRIPS FOR $CASH$ &

FREE PICK-UP! Highest CASH
Prices Paid In NM For Your
Diabetic Test Strips And FREE
Pick-UP! Help Others(Those
Without Insurance) & Make
Money Too! Call: 505-203-
6806

Education/Instruction

w
MUSIC LESSONS AT
HOME Private lessons in

your home. Guitar, ukulele, or
piano. $35 per half hour
lesson. First lesson is FREE!
12 years teaching experience
and a music education
degree.
HomeMusicTeacher.com for
details or call/text 404-718-
9894.

Studies

STRESS & THE BRAIN STUDY
Seeking people 21-50 yrs. old
who have experienced
domestic violence, rape,

sexual assault, or severe
physical assault. Study
involves two appts. at UNM.
Participants receive financial
compensation. Visit
https://rebrand.ly/CASAAstud
y to see if you qualify. Call
505-925-2335 or email
casaastudy@gmail.com for
more info.

w
MRI STUDY 12-18 y.o.
M/F for brain study. $20

per hour. 272-0769 (HRRC #
07-272).

YOU WILL GET  RESULTS when
you place your classified ad in the
Weekly Alibi. Call 346-0660 ext.
221  today!

Classified
Place your ad: alibi.com

classifieds@alibi.com

(505) 346-0660 ext 258

Employment

Real Estate
Apartments for Rent

FURNISHED APARTMENT
FOR RENT 1 bedroom

apartment for rent. Utilities
included. Very private.
Deposit negotiable. Call me

Wellness

w
MEN'S TANTRATOUCH
RETREAT In mountain

hot springs, reconnect with
yourself and other loving men
in sacred circle to explore the
core fundamentals of tantra.
Info at menintouch.org/new-
mexico. Contact
menintouch@outlook.com

Alternative Medicine

STAMPOUTPAIN.COM Now
Enjoy AmazingCoffee.2ya.com
& head out to the NM Hemp
Fiesta 

Martial Arts

SIFU DUG AT GOLDEN
FLOWER Sifu Dug's is
teaching Tai Chi and Internal
Arts at Golden Flower Chinese
Herbs 2724 Vassar PL NE
87107. Contact Sifu Dug
505.306.0118,

Employment

w
IN-HOUSE HIRING
EVENT Sheraton

Albuquerque Uptown Hotel
is hosting an in-house hiring
event on Thursday, August
2nd.Check-in is from 1pm-
2pm. Interviews will be from
2pm-4pm. We are looking
for new associates to join
our team who are outgoing
with a friendly attitude and
an infectious smile, who also
show Ambition,
Empowerment, and Heart!
Come prepared for on-the-
spot interviews with our

hiring managers! Also, be sure
to dress your best and bring
your resume. If you canât make
the hiring event, no problem!
Contact us today at 505-349-
8033 or stop in to visit with us!
EOE/M/F/Disabled/Veterans

Opportunities

w
EASY MONEY You need 1.
a cell phone, 2. to be FED

UP WITH ROBO-CALLS and 3.
learn how to identify
telemarketers. For more info
www.call-childress.com 505-
433-9823 I SUE
TELEMARKETERS 

Body & Soul

WEEKLY ALIBI HAS OVER
175,000 READERS, every
generation, from the Baby
Busters to the Baby Boomers.
Distributed throughout Abq, Rio
Rancho, Corrales, East Mountain,
Bernalillo, Placitas, Santa Fe and
Los Lunas. The Alibi is available
at restaurants, grocery stores,
college campuses, select retailers
and various downtown locations.
Coverage includes politics,
humor, film, opinion, music, art
and the most comprehensive
entertainment guide in Nuevo
Mexico. ¡Arriba!

READER NOTICE: The State of

New Mexico Department of
Regulation and licensing requires
registration numbers for
individuals who practice massage
therapy. These registration
numbers are included in all ads
within category 300. Advertisers
in this category are registered
and licensed by the State of New
Mexico and are trained and
certified for therapeutic massage.
Advertisers in category 300 do
not perform sexual massages.
Any concerns regarding any of
the advertisers in this category
should be directed to: Weekly
Alibi.

at 505.888.3493 If I don’t
answer, leave a voicemail. 

YOU WILL GET  RESULTS when

you place your classified ad in the
Weekly Alibi. Call 346-0660 ext.
221  today!

sifudug@gmail.com web-page
Sifudug.com

Self-Help/Workshops

OUT OF CONTROL? Are you
strugglilng with COMPULSIVE
SEXUAL BEHAVIOR and WANT
HELP? Call (505) 510-1722
or visit www.abqsaa.org

Spas

w
MALE WAXING STUDIO
The Only Male Waxing,

Grooming, & Massage Studio
in ABQ. ManScaperSpa.com to
Book Online! Text 505-750-
1498. Men's Waxing &
Grooming Everything from your
Head to your Toes! Back Wax
Only $45, Manzilian Only $60

YOU WILL GET  RESULTS when
you place your classified ad in the
Weekly Alibi. Call 346-0660 ext.
221  today!
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by Matt Jones

Across

1 "There ___ there there"
(Gertrude Stein comment on
Oakland)
5 Go to the mat, slangily
11 Dog breeders' org.
14 Unknown, as a citation
(abbr.)
15 Stella ___ (Belgian beer)
16 ___ Locks (Sault Ste.
Marie waterway)
17 Amorphous amounts
18 "Oh, crud!"
19 It looks like 2 in binary
20 Tootsie Roll Pop biter, in a
classic ad
21 Chops into cubes
22 Word after blessed or
catered
24 "Hush!"
26 Ornate
27 Bengal beast
28 Upper limit
30 Milan-based fashion label
31 Got a hold of, maybe
32 1960s campus protest gp.
restarted in 2006
33 Sounding like a complete
ass?
35 Tax pro
38 Bluegrass artist Krauss
39 Message on a tablet,
maybe?
41 "And Still I Rise" poet
43 Shelve indefinitely
44 Larry, e.g.
45 Vacation vehicles
48 Uniform preceder?
49 Metallic mix
50 Close
52 Singer-songwriter Rita with
the middle name SahatÁiu
53 Grocery sign phrase that's
grammatically questionable
55 Steve of "Guardians of the
Galaxy Vol. 2"
56 Elan
57 ___ bag
58 Go around
59 New Orleans-to-Miami dir.

60 Equilibrium situations
61 1990s point-and-click
puzzle game

Down

1 Foe of Othello
2 Part-time Arizona resident,
perhaps
3 Xenon, e.g.
4 Put-___ (shams)
5 Ulnae's neighbors
6 "It's ___ to the finish"
7 Take advantage of room, or
demonstrate what four
themed Down answers do?
8 Beau and Jeff, to Lloyd
Bridges
9 Number in a Roman pickup?
10 She played one of the
"Golden Girls"
11 Shipboard direction
12 Chekov portrayer on "Star
Trek"
13 "See next page" abbr.
21 Purchases designed to
last a long time
23 Null's companion

25 Math proof ending
26 Sawyer's friend
27 "Decorates" a house on
Halloween, perhaps
29 Irish-born children's book
author Colfer
31 El ___, Texas
34 Provoke
35 Jim Carrey title role, with
"The"
36 Some light beers
37 "Cakes and ___" (W.
Somerset Maugham book)
38 Intensely eager
40 Ewe in the movie "Babe"
41 Pioneering video game
systems
42 Generic
44 Back burner location
46 "Westworld" character ___
Hughes
47 Mr. Potato Head pieces
49 Seaweed plant
51 Body shop challenge
54 Spoil
55 Withdrawal site
©2018 Jonesin' Crosswords

ANSWERS TO THIS WEEK’S PUZZLE ARE AVAILABLE ONLINE AT ALIBI.COM

"Make Room"--your limbs will thank you.BY RYAN NORTH
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NEW MEXICO

505-346-0660 ext. 248 or email advertising@alibi.com

nmhemp�esta.com

Over 75 Vendors!
Parking $5 per car

Free Admission
Free Bicycle Valet

Performances by:

Red Light Cameras

SuperGiant

Revíva

Adam Hooks

The Talking Hours

Produced by Weekly Alibi

Thank you to all our sponsors!

This Saturday!
Noon - 9pm

BALLOON FIESTA PARK

Beer Garden provided by 

Plus 20% of rides with Lyft using code:  

HEMPFEST18


